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Abstract
Ultrasonic tomography is a powerful tool for identifying defects within an object or structure. This method
can be applied on structures where x-ray tomography is impractical due to size, low contrast, or safety
concerns. By taking many ultrasonic pulse velocity (UPV) readings through the object, an image of the
internal velocity variations can be constructed. Air-coupled UPV can allow for more automated and rapid
collection of data for tomography of concrete. This research aims to integrate recent developments in
air-coupled ultrasonic measurements with advanced tomography technology and apply them to concrete
structures. First, non-contact and semi-contact sensor systems are developed for making rapid and accurate
UPV measurements through PVC and concrete test samples. A customized tomographic reconstruction
program is developed to provide full control over the imaging process including full and reduced spectrum
tomographs with percent error and ray density calculations. Finite element models are also used to determine
optimal measurement configurations and analysis procedures for efficient data collection and processing.
Non-contact UPV is then implemented to image various inclusions within 6 inch (152 mm) PVC and concrete
cylinders. Although there is some difficulty in identifying high velocity inclusions, reconstruction error
values were in the range of 1.1-1.7% for PVC and 3.6% for concrete. Based upon the success of those
tests, further data are collected using non-contact, semi-contact, and full contact measurements to image
12 inch (305 mm) square concrete cross-sections with 1 inch (25 mm) reinforcing bars and 2 inch (51 mm)
square embedded damage regions. Due to higher noise levels in collected signals, tomographs of these larger
specimens show reconstruction error values in the range of 10-18%. Finally, issues related to the application
of these techniques to full-scale concrete structures are discussed.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Problem
Nondestructive testing of Portland cement concrete is often performed using ultrasonic measurements.
One of the oldest and most common tests is ultrasonic pulse velocity, or UPV, where the condition of concrete
is evaluated based on the velocity of the first measurable arrival of the ultrasonic wave pulse by a presumed
straight path through the concrete. UPV measurements are typically made using piezoelectric transducers
coupled to the surface of the concrete by gels. There is increasing interest in employing tomography to
visualize UPV data for elements of concrete structures [1].
UPV tomographs map the apparent wave velocity of ultrasonic waves through concrete sections. Such
images could be used to identify voids within post-tensioning ducts and other defects in reinforced concrete
structures. Post-tensioning ducts are often difficult to access since they are embedded within concrete
beams and girders, but such structures are susceptible to sudden failure if the steel tendons are allowed to
corrode. This has been a critical issue in nondestructive evaluation [2]. Another important application of
UPV tomography is in the evaluation of damage to bridge piers after moderate earthquakes. It is difficult
to identify the depth of internal cracking in concrete members. Columns that have been retrofitted with
carbon fiber wraps are even more difficult to inspect. Structures such as bridges must be evaluated quickly
and accurately after a seismic event so that they can be reopened for traffic [3]. UPV tomography can aid
in these investigations.
Although there have been successful studies of concrete UPV tomography, it has not become widely used
due to practical limitations. Good resolution in tomographic imaging requires many projections through
a specimen. This data collection process is very time consuming for concrete structures, where surface
preparation and coupling can slow down the testing process considerably. Concrete imaging is an established
technology, but the tedious measurement process blocks broad application.
There has been recent interest in using non-contact or air-coupled transducers to make ultrasonic velocity
measurements in concrete [4, 5]. This method eliminates the need for surface preparation and couplants,
1
and reduces errors associated with variable sensor application pressure. Since surface preparation is a
limiting step in the speed of data collection, air-coupled UPV would allow for the collection of more data
on a specimen under time restrictions. However, the large acoustic impedance difference between air and
concrete brings a significant reduction of transmitted energy across the interface. High levels of scattering
attenuation of ultrasonic waves traveling through concrete adds to this problem [5].
1.2 Objectives and Approach
Ultrasonic tomography is capable of imaging defects inside of concrete, but resolution is often limited by
the quantity of data collection that is practical. Air-coupling could improve data collection by eliminating
surface preparation work and speeding up data collection. Air-coupled UPV measurements have been made
successfully through concrete in preliminary tests, but further refinement is necessary. Although air-coupled
ultrasonic tomography has been successfully applied to a few materials, the field is still in the early stages
of development.
Special transducers and signal processing methods can be utilized to overcome the transmission challenges
of air-coupled UPV through concrete. By increasing the efficiency of data collection, the ray path coverage
of tomographic imaging can be improved. Using appropriate tomographic inversion methods, more accurate
tomography of reinforced concrete can be achieved.
The aim of this research is to develop a system to image air voids, cracking, or embedded steel in concrete
using air-coupled ultrasonic measurements. Velocity tomography will be applied to produce cross-sectional
images of concrete elements. The system will first be tested on PVC phantoms to work out any problems
with the method and to optimize signal processes parameters. The system will then be applied to moderately
sized concrete elements with cracked regions. Finally recommendations will be developed for applying the
system to full-scale structural members and field measurements. The ultimate goal of this research is to
make ultrasonic tomography more efficient and practical for field application to concrete structures.
2
Chapter 2
Background Information
2.1 Propagation of Mechanical Waves in Fluid-Solid Systems
In a fluid-solid system, mechanical waves can take the form of pressure, shear, head waves, Raleigh surface
waves, and Scholte surface waves. In a fluid continuum only pressure waves can exist. Pressure waves in
solids are also known in various texts as primary, P, longitudinal or dilation waves. The particle motion due
to pressure waves is in the direction of wave propagation. Pressure waves are the fastest traveling waves in
solids. Their velocity, cp,is described by the equation
cp =
√
E
ρ
1− ν
(1 + ν)(1− 2ν) , (2.1)
where ρ is the density, E is the modulus of elasticity, and ν is the Poisson ratio of the medium [6].
Shear waves are also known as secondary, S, lateral, transverse, and equivolumnal waves. Particle motion
in shear waves is perpendicular to the direction of wave propagation. The speed of shear waves is always
lower than that of pressure waves. The expression for the shear wave velocity, cs, is
cs =
√
E
ρ
1
2(1 + ν)
. (2.2)
The particle motion of Rayleigh waves is elliptical and retrograde in the region close to the surface.
Because they are confined to the surface of the solid, the geometric dispersion of Rayleigh waves is two-
dimensional and is correspondingly less than that of bulk waves [6]. The velocity of Rayleigh waves, cR, at
a solid-vacuum interface is approximately given by the equation
cR =
0.87 + 1.12ν
1 + ν
√
E
ρ
1
2(1 + ν)
. (2.3)
At an interface between a fluid and a solid, Rayleigh waves interact with the fluid. The result is that the
wave velocity is slightly faster than the free-surface Rayleigh wave (Eqn 2.3) and energy is leaked into the
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fluid. Most of the energy of Rayleigh waves is carried in the solid, therefore it contains information about
the medium near the surface [7].
Scholte waves are surface guided waves that result from the interaction of the fluid and solid. Unlike
Rayleigh waves, Scholte waves do not occur at the boundary of a solid with a vacuum. Some texts refer to
Scholte waves as Stonely waves, but this term is more appropriately reserved for interaction waves at the
interface of two solids. Scholte waves are the slowest of the waves in a solid. Their velocity must be less
than or equal to the speed of sound in the fluid. For interfaces of stiff solids with low density fluids, most of
the energy of Scholte waves is carried in the fluid [7].
The transmission and reflection of wave energy at an interface between two media are controlled by
the acoustic impedances, z, of the media. The acoustic impedance of a medium is the product of the
material wave velocity and the density. In the case of normal incidence, the reflection coefficient, R, and
the transmission coefficient, T , control the amplitude of the reflected and transmitted signals and can be
calculated by the following equations:
R1−2 =
z2 − z1
z2 + z1
, (2.4)
T1−2 =
2z2
z2 + z1
, (2.5)
where z1 and z2 are the acoustic impedances of the media of the incident wave and the transmitted wave
respectively. R1−2 and T1−2 are related by the expression
R1−2 + 1 = T1−2 . (2.6)
Transmission of pressure waves is reduced when the incidence angle is not 90◦. Beyond some critical
angle of incidence, θC , no pressure waves are transmitted into the second medium. Using Snells law, the
critical angle of reflection for the pressure mode, θC1, is shown to be
θC1 = arcsin
cf
cp
, (2.7)
where cf is the velocity of wave propagation in the fluid. Although the pressure amplitude is increased
by transmission, the intensity of the transmitted wave is greatly reduced because of the large impedance
difference [6]. The transmission coefficients between a fluid and solid at oblique incidence must be derived
using the acoustic analogue of the Fresnel equations for transmission at a boundary [8].
Near the critical angle of the pressure mode, a pseudo-pressure wave builds and propagates along the
surface. This wave is called a head wave or creeping wave. Head waves continually shed energy in the form
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of shear waves into the bulk of the medium. Because of this rapid energy loss, head waves propagate only
short distances [6].
Shear waves are primarily generated when the angle of incidence of the wave in the fluid is between the
first and second critical angles, θC1 and θC2. Weaker shear waves are also transmitted when the angle of
incidence is greater than 0 and less than θC1. At incidences beyond θC2 no waves are transmitted into the
bulk of the second medium. The equation for the second critical angle is [6]
θC2 = arcsin
cf
cs
. (2.8)
Rayleigh waves are generated when the fluid wave is incident at an angle slightly greater than the second
critical angle. This angle, θR, can be determined by the equation
θR = arcsin
cf
cR
(2.9)
and exists only if the shear wave velocity of the solid cS is larger than the fluid wave velocity [6].
The transmission of pressure waves from solid to fluid is similar to fluid-solid transmission, although
in reflection some of the energy is mode converted to shear waves. Shear waves incident in a solid to a
fluid interface at an angle greater than 0 but less than the θC2 will be transmitted weakly into the fluid,
while those incident at angles greater than θC2 will transmit pressure waves into the fluid somewhat more
efficiently. Shear waves can also be mode-converted into Rayleigh waves when they strike the interface at
the critical angle of the Rayleigh waves, θR [6]. Rayleigh waves leak energy in the form of pressure waves
into the fluid at the same angle [9]. In effect, the shear waves incident at θR are transmitted into the fluid
at the same angle over a distributed area and with a delay. Scholte waves do not leak energy. Because most
of the energy of Scholte waves is carried in the fluid and they are confined to the surface, they attenuate
very slowly. However, these waves contain little information about the solid beneath and are of little use in
non-destructive evaluation [9].
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2.2 Tomographic Reconstruction
Tomography is the production of cross-sectional images of an object using information from projections
through the object. The projections used in conventional tomography are velocity or attenuation mea-
surements of ultrasonic or electromagnetic pulses transmitted through the object. Radon proved that an
image of a cross-section could be reconstructed perfectly given a complete set of projections through the
section [10]. Unfortunately an ideal, complete set of measurements can not practically be obtained. Classical
mathematic solutions also assume that the projections are always straight. By restricting the configurations
of sources and receivers, Fourier transform and convolution methods can be implemented for straight rays.
These elegant and rapid solutions generally hold for biomedical ultrasound and x-ray applications where
differences in wave velocity are small, but are inaccurate for many applications in soils and concrete [11].
When geometric constraints limit measurements, series expansion techniques can also used to approxi-
mate the field of slowness (inverse of the velocity field) or attenuation. The slowness field can be calculated
by multiplying the time of flight of the waves by the inverse of the matrix of distance traveled through each
pixel by each wave. When the inversion of the distance matrix is not practical, an Algebraic Reconstruction
Technique (ART) is implemented. ART involves calculating travel times for an assumed slowness field, com-
paring the calculated travel times to those measured, and iteratively modifying the slowness field until the
times converge. Attenuation tomographs can be produced in a similar fashion using amplitude data rather
than time of flight data [11].
The assumption that projections are straight results in very inaccurate results when velocity contrasts
in the specimen are greater than 50% [11]. Velocity contrasts greater than 20% may merit the consideration
of the actual path of the first wave arrival [12]. ART can also be used to iteratively solve for the inversion
of projections with other path shapes. Determining the path of the first arriving wave from source to
receiver is not trivial. One method used by Jackson and Tweeton, in their program MIGRATOM, tracks
the propagation of a wavefront from the source using rays projected in all directions in incremental steps
based on Huygens Principle [11]. The point when the wavefront first reaches the receiver marks the arrival
time. Although it is reliable when the wavefront is sufficiently discretized, MIGRATOM is computationally
demanding. In order to find the fastest path more efficiently, Jackson and Tweeton implemented other
methods in the program 3DTOM. A network approach discretizes the field into a grid and traces the
wavefront propagation on the grid points. This is the fastest but least accurate method [12]. Another
approach begins with a straight path and iteratively divides it into smaller pieces and then bends them
incrementally. Each of these new paths is evaluated and the shortest arrival time is selected. Finally, a
hybrid approach selects a network path, and then uses the bending to smooth it to a more accurate solution.
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Their hybrid method is nearly as reliable as the migration method, yet much more efficient [12]. Each of
these methods for ray path determination are illustrated in Figure 2.1.
Figure 2.1: Determination of ray path by (a) wavefront migration [11]; (b) bending; (c) network; and (d)
hybrid approaches [12].
Attenuation tomographs generally assume a straight ray path. Accurate resolution is still limited by the
number of rays collected and the wavelength used. The use of attenuation measurements may allow for some
improvement to these images, since the amplitude may be affected by discontinuities, even if they do not
change the velocity.
2.3 NDT and Mechanical Wave Imaging for Concrete
A broad variety of NDT methods are applicable to concrete. This section is concerned primarily with
the methods utilizing mechanical waves to identify the voids and cracks within concrete structural elements.
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2.3.1 UPV Measurements
Nondestructive testing of the mechanical properties of Portland cement concrete is often performed
using ultrasonic measurements. One of the oldest and most common tests is ultrasonic pulse velocity, or
UPV, where the condition of concrete is evaluated based on the velocity of the first measurable arrival of the
wavefront by a presumed straight line path through the concrete. UPV measurements are typically made
using piezoelectric transducers coupled the surface of the concrete by gels as shown in Figure 2.2.
Figure 2.2: Example of conventional contact coupling for ultrasonic pulse velocity measurements.
Assuming an exponential attenuation model, the ultrasonic attenuation coefficient for some typical con-
cretes has been empirically determined to be 7 to 18 dB/MHz/cm. This is around ten times larger than the
attenuation in biological soft tissues. The need to penetrate large depths of concrete restricts the frequency
range of ultrasonic testing to 50-200 kHz. Since the P-wave velocity through concrete is in the range of
3500-5000 m/s, the wavelength is in the range of 80-20 mm, limiting the possible resolution of detailed
testing and imaging [13].
Concrete can be described as a heterogeneous composite of aggregate, the cement paste matrix, and its
pores. The acoustic properties of the three components must each be considered. Since the cement paste
is continuously connected throughout the material, the other components are evaluated with respect to it.
Typical acoustic impedances of each and the normal incidence P-wave reflection factors relative the cement
matrix are listed in Table 2.1 [13]. It is evident from these values that concrete is a strongly scattering
medium for ultrasonic waves.
Table 2.1: Typical acoustic impedance and reflection coefficients relative to cement paste.
Component z (MRayl) R
Cement matrix 7 –
Aggregate 17 0.4
Air pores 0.4 -0.9
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Scattering is a complex process dependent upon particle diameter in relation to wavelength, the number of
particles per unit volume, and the acoustic properties of the particles [14]. It is agreed upon that scattering is
the dominant cause of ultrasonic attenuation in concrete. When the wavelength, λ, is much smaller than the
particle size, D, diffusion scattering occurs and its magnitude is inversely proportional to the mean particle
diameter. Stochastic scattering occurs when the particle size is approximately equal to the wavelength, and
is proportional to the frequency and mean particle diameter to the second order. When the particle size
is small with respect to the wavelength, D < λ2pi , Rayleigh scattering occurs. In Rayleigh scattering each
particle acts as a spherical radiator. The contribution to the attenuation coefficient is proportional to the
frequency to the fourth order, and the mean particle diameter to the third order [14].
Due to the frequencies typically used in concrete testing, the scattering by the pores in concrete can
be characterized by Rayleigh scattering, while the scattering by the aggregate ranges from the Rayleigh to
Stochastic regions [14].
Since the diameters of contact transducers typically used are on the same order as the ultrasonic wave-
lengths in the concrete, broad divergence angles result [13]. The divergence of waves in concrete transmitted
by air-coupling is even greater since they are further refracted away from the normal. This geometric
dispersion of pressure results in a frequency independent component of attenuation.
Absorption also plays a role in ultrasonic attenuation in concrete. Absorption is the conversion of
acoustic energy into heat or chemical changes in the propagating medium. Absorption is generally found to
be directly proportional to the frequency. Punurai found the attenuation in a neat paste with a water to
cement ratio of 0.3 to be 0.87 dB/cm/MHz [15]. Because the capillary porosity of such a paste is very low
and finely distributed, the loss was assumed to be due to pure absorption attenuation. This conclusion seems
reasonable since the relationship between frequency and amplitude loss was very linear. This absorption
value would account for 5-12% of the total attenuation in the findings that Schickert reported [13]. However,
it is likely that absorption loss in concrete is actually higher than this, since the inclusion of aggregates creates
interfacial zones within the matrix, with higher porosity. As waves propagate through all three components
of concrete, the losses due to friction between the components would be higher than those in pure hydrated
paste. Absorption within the aggregate could also play a significant role when coarse aggregate is present.
The attenuation of sound in stone varies between 7-21 dB/cm/MHz with the lower attenuation values being
attributed primarily to absorption [16].
The attenuation coefficient is dependent upon the sound path, the microstructure of the cement paste,
aggregate volume and size distribution, aggregate type, the void volume and size distribution, and the
frequency of the ultrasound [15] [17]. No work in the literature could be found which related more than
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a few of these parameters with any meaningful result. Seismic tomography is done using time of flight
measurements from impact sources. Impact sources are useful for penetrating greater thicknesses of concrete.
Ultrasonic tomography is done using pulses from transducers with frequencies above 20kHz. examples of
ultrasonic tomography
2.3.2 Ultrasonic Tomography
Several examples of ultrasonic tomography applied to concrete elements can be found in the literature. A
few are shown here for illustration of the resolution that is currently attainable. In a controlled experiment
by Schickert et al. a 76 mm (3 in) diameter cylindrical cavity was embedded in a 380 mm (15 in) concrete
pillar. 440 UPV measurements were collected at 250 kHz in a fan beam configuration through the pillar as
shown in Figure 2.3. The UPV tomograph was produced using the Filtered Back-projection algorithm, which
is a convolution method. In order to utilize this method, the data were modified to simulate a fan-shaped
data collection geometry and straight rays from sender to receiver were assumed. This tomograph illustrates
that, with sufficient measurements, the internal void can be accurately imaged. Attenuation tomographs
were also attempted, but they were not published because variations in coupling made them less clear and
introduced more artifacts [13].
Figure 2.3: Example ultrasonic imaging of a concrete pillar: measurement configuration (left) and relative
velocity tomograph (right) [13].
In another controlled experiment by Rens et al. flaws were embedded in a 30.5 cm (12 in.) thick concrete
wall. Pulse velocity measurements were made at 50 kHz with a contact transmitter and receiver grid spacing
of 7.6 cm (3 in.). The program 3DTOM was used to perform the inversion. The relative P-wave velocity
reconstruction is shown in Figure 2.4. The distortion of the flaws and high velocity regions were attributed
to insufficient ray path coverage [1].
The Quebec Street Bridge in Denver, Colorado is an example of a field application of ultrasonic tomog-
raphy [18]. The element imaged was a concrete pier cap 107 cm (42 in.) square in cross-section. Velocity
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Figure 2.4: Example UPV tomograph of concrete wall [1].
measurements were made at 50 kHz from 4 locations on either side with 22 cm (8.7 in.) spacing. The
program 3DTOM was again used to perform the inversion. The relative P-wave velocity tomograph is
shown Figure 2.5. It is apparent that ray path coverage is insufficient for this case: the dominance by a few
low velocity ray paths along their entire length shows that there were too few projections for the desired
resolution.
2.3.3 SAFT Reconstruction
In other fields of imaging, pulse-echo measurements collected across one surface of a specimen are often
used to construct a cross-sectional images known as B-scans. This method is not generally applicable to
concrete due to the strong scattering behavior of the material and the wide divergence angle of ultrasonic
transducers used on concrete. An algorithm known as the Synthetic Aperture Focusing Technique (SAFT)
has been implemented to overcome these challenges. This algorithm improves resolution by coherently
superimposing signals collected at multiple locations. This effectively focuses the signals on each point in
the image [19]. Using SAFT researchers such as Schickert et al. have been able to construct internal images
from one-sided surface scans of concrete elements [13]. A SAFT imaging example is shown in Figure 2.6. It
is agreed that the limiting obstacle remains coupling and measurement tedium, however recent progress has
been made using arrays of point contact S-wave transducers [20].
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Figure 2.5: Example ultrasonic tomography of concrete pier cap: measurement configuration (left) and
relative velocity tomograph (right) [18].
Figure 2.6: 2-D SAFT imaging: concrete specimen (left), SAFT Image (right) [13].
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2.4 Air-Coupled UPV of Concrete
Using typical material properties of concrete and air, the critical parameters governing the transmission of
sound into concrete are compiled in Table 2.2. Here the subscripts a and c are used to denote air and concrete
respectively. The terms θC and θR refer to the critical angles of transmission at the interface of air and
concrete and Tp is the pressure transmission coefficient for the interface. The effect of transmitted Rayleigh
and Scholte waves are usually ignored in through-measurements of concrete, because their wave speeds are
lower than those of the bulk waves within the solid and they must travel around the entire perimeter of the
specimen.
Table 2.2: Typical acoustic properties of concrete and air at 20◦. Here c designates velocity, z acoustic
impedance, θ critical angle, and Tp pressure transmission coefficient.
Material Properties Interface Properties
cp = 3300 m/s θC1 = 6.0
◦
cs = 2000 m/s θC2 = 9.9
◦
cR = 1900 m/s θR = 10.4
◦
zp = 7.6 MRayls
ca = 343 m/s Tp a−c = 1.99989
za = 415 Rayls Tp c−a = 1.1× 10−4
A small numeric example is appropriate to illustrate the total losses due to propagation from air through
a concrete specimen and back into air. To eliminate geometric dispersion, let us assume that the incident
wave is approximately plane, as would be produced by a large array with a small pitch or by a distant source.
Assume that the excitation in air is a short pulse at 50 kHz. The specimen should be many wavelengths
wide so that bulk waves are produced within the solid. In this case only P-waves are produced at the fluid-
solid interface with an amplitude twice as great as the incident wave. Through the bulk of the specimen a
moderate attenuation of 12 dB/cm/MHz will be assumed through a thickness of 15 cm (6 inches). The total
loss due to transmission through concrete is then
20 log
(
2 × 1.1× 10−4)− 12 dB
cm MHz
× 15cm× 0.05MHz = −82dB. (2.10)
In this case the material attenuation accounts for only 11% of the total attenuation. 89% of the amplitude
loss is due to reflection at the interfaces. Similarly, on-axis waves generated by a single small transducer near
the surface of the specimen will be directly transmitted and attenuated. If the excitation duration is short, it
can be assumed that the directly transmitted P-wave will be the first received signal and clean of scattered
noise. This assumption is grounded in the facts that cs is 0.61cp and the S-wave must travel through a
greater distance to reach the interface because they must have originated from reflection or refraction at
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internal boundaries. The signal amplitude in this case will be further reduced by the geometric dispersion
of the pressure field in the air and dispersion of the stress field in the specimen. This geometric loss will
depend upon the diameter of the transducers, the transducer locations, and the specimen geometry.
Attenuation is a significant challenge in the non-destructive evaluation of concrete. Non-contact mea-
surements bring even greater amplitude losses. Scattering by small heterogeneities of concrete obscures the
detection of defect reflections. Measurements such as UPV that are concerned only with the excited pulse
time of flight are still relatively simple provided that the received excitation is distinguishable from the
ambient noise.
The transducers typically used for UPV measurements are designed for transmission into solids and
transmit poorly into air due to the low acoustic impedance of air. Some researchers have improved transmis-
sion into air by adding a matching layer on the transducer face. This matching layer provides a transition
impedance where the thickness is controlled to set up a resonance with the frequency being transmitted [21].
Others have incorporated low impedance materials into piezoelectric composites to reduce the impedance
mismatch with air and increase the transmitted and received energy [22].
Other researchers have looked for alternatives to piezoelectric transducers. Capacitive micro-machined
ultrasonic transducers (CMUTs) use the potential difference between a plate and a membrane to drive the
mechanical generation of waves in air. Figure 2.7 shows a typical capacitive transducer. CMUTs can also
sensitively detect pressure differences over a broad bandwidth of frequencies [5]. Because CMUTs have a
much broader frequency response, they can be used to transmit and receive frequency sweeping chirps, which
will be discussed below. Lasers can also be used to generate and detect ultrasonic pulses in a material. By
rapidly heating the surface of the material in short bursts the desired oscillation of expansion and contraction
can be induced to generate elastic waves over a broad bandwidth [22]. Receiving signals from a surface can
be achieved by measuring differences in the time of flight of reflected light through an interferometric scheme.
Using an instrument known as a laser vibrometer, the surface of a specimen can be scanned to map the
surface vibration over an area [20].
To further improve the SNR in air coupled measurements, signal processing is employed. Time averaging
is often used if the speed of data collection is not critical. Time averaging is simply the process of collecting
many signals under the same conditions and adding them together to reduce incoherent signal content.
When a narrow bandwidth excitation is transmitted, wavelet analysis can be a powerful tool to reduce noise
levels. By correlating single frequency wavelets over the signal and summing the resulting coefficients, a
narrowly filtered signal can be produced [21].
With broad bandwidth transducers such as CMUTs, pulse compression can be applied to great effect.
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Figure 2.7: Example of a capacitive transducer for air-coupled ultrasonic pulse velocity measurements.
This method typically utilizes frequency and amplitude modulated excitation signals. A reference signal is
cross-correlated to the signal transmitted through the specimen. Using a long duration signal with broad
bandwidth, the cross-correlation produces a narrow peak in the signal, which allows accurate determination
of arrival time with improved signal to noise ratio. Pulse compression amplifies the power of the received
signal by a factor known as the time-bandwidth product of the transmitted signal, calculated by multiply-
ing duration of the signal by its bandwidth. By using a band-pass filter over the range of the frequency
sweep before cross correlation, noise is further reduced and time of flight measurements can be made more
accurate [5].
Work by a few researchers has shown that through-measurements of concrete are possible using fully air-
coupled ultrasound. Different means are used to overcome the losses. Centrangolo de Castro utilized wavelet
filtering of a narrow-band piezoelectric transducer with a matching layer. Pulse arrivals were successfully
identified for time of flight measurements to map voids in a plate [21]. Berriman et al. used CMUTs with
pulse compression to measure UPV for comparison with contact UPV measurements [5].
2.5 Air-Coupled Ultrasonic Tomography
One research group has successfully applied air-coupled ultrasonic tomography to drink containers. The
two example applications both utilize pulse compression to improve the SNR and both apply the filtered
back-projection algorithm for tomographic image construction. In the first application, electromagnetic
acoustic transducers (EMATs) were used to image inclusions in aluminum drink cans. EMATs excite waves
in metallic materials by magnetic induction, which prevents their application to concrete. The transmitted
signals had a center frequency and bandwidth of 1.5 MHz. The object to be imaged was a water-filled
can 66 mm in diameter containing two 7.2 mm aluminum rods. Ultrasonic attenuation measurements were
collected in a fan-beam configuration for 2952 projections through the container cross-section [23]. In the
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second application CMUTs were utilized to image an aluminum plate within a water-filled plastic bottle
45 mm in diameter. The transmitted chirp had a center frequency of 800 kHz and a bandwidth of 700 kHz.
61 ultrasonic attenuation measurements were collected through the container by direct transmission [24].
The attenuation tomographs are shown in Figure 2.8. In both images the shape of the inclusions are distorted
due to diffraction and refraction effects. The image quality would be improved by accounting for the actual
ray path during the tomographic reconstruction [24].
Figure 2.8: Air-coupled attenuation tomographs of drink containers with: 7.2 mm aluminum rods located
at coordinates (15,33) mm and (48,48) mm [23] (left) and a thin plate 7×1.5 mm indicated by white line
(right).
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Chapter 3
Finite Element Simulation
The specimens used throughout this work fall into two categories, cylinder and block specimens. Finite
element models of these specimens were developed in order to understand more clearly the effect of different
inclusion types on the ultrasonic signals. The models were also useful for comparing different measurement
configurations. Very large data sets of simulated ultrasonic time signal measurements were generated quickly
in these models and then reduced to various limited data sets to evaluate the effect of ray coverage density
and ray distribution on the quality of tomographic reconstructions. Further inspection of individual signals
and displacement fields was useful to understand how the waves interact with different defects.
3.1 Model Development and Verification
ABAQUS Version 6.8-1 was used to perform the dynamic finite element analyses. The program was run
on a workstation with 16 GB of RAM, eight 1.6 GHz processors, and 1.5 TB of storage. The cross-sections
of both types of specimens were represented in 2-D plane strain. This assumption that the specimen is
continuous and uniform out of plane works well since we are only interested in the first arrival of the
ultrasonic waves for pulse velocity measurements within a given cross-sectional slice through the specimen.
The only significant error introduced by this assumption is that the simulated signal amplitudes will be
somewhat higher without geometric dispersion of the wave energy out of plane.
The geometry of the models was drawn in AutoCAD and exported as a set of regions in the ACIS
format. Meshes were generated in these regions using the FEM preprocessing program HyperMesh. The
mesh consisted mostly of 4-node bilinear elements with some 3-node linear elements to fill in gaps caused
by irregular geometries. The model was executed with an explicit formulation, which allowed for faster
processing times with less memory use compared to an implicit formulation. No boundary conditions were
applied to the model meaning that the solid specimen is assumed to float in free space (vacuum).
In order to quickly execute models with many different loading points, a MATLAB program was written
to automate the process of copying the input file from HyperMesh. This program would define the load
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cases and the points where the displacements should be recorded during the analysis. The MATLAB code
also generated a Python script containing commands for ABAQUS to execute all of these input files and
then copy all of the results into a single ASCII file.
3.1.1 Cylindrical Specimen Model
The material properties of polyvinylchloride (PVC) were used for the cylindrical model, although the results
are easily extended to concrete. A list of values for these material properties can be found in Table 3.1.
Three 1 inch (25 mm) diameter inclusions were incorporated into the model as separate components. These
inclusions were positioned at offsets of 1, 1.5, and 2 inches (25, 38, and 51 mm) from the center of the
cylinder and 120◦ apart from each other as shown in Figure 3.1. By changing the material assigned to these
components or deleting them, specimens with various inclusions could be simulated. The notch inclusion
was simulated by duplicating all of the nodes along a radial line. The elements on either side were then
separated so that they could move independently, resulting in an infinitesimally thin notch in the model.
Figure 3.1: Finite element mesh for cylindrical specimens (green) with three inclusions at various radial
offsets (red, yellow, and blue).
Since the expected wavelength of ultrasonic transmitted waves through the cylinder was approximately
4 cm, a nominal mesh size of 1mm was chosen to capture the dynamic behavior of the system. The minimum
time step was set to be 0.4 µs to ensure that a full wavelength could not cross an entire single element in
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one time step.
To verify that the finite element mesh was sufficiently discretized and that the time step was sufficiently
small, the plane strain resonant behavior of the simulation model was compared to the analytical solution
of the plane strain vibrational modes for a free cylinder [25]. The inclusions were each set with the material
properties of PVC to model a uniform solid elastic rod with circular cross-section. The model was then
excited with a single broadband impulse at one point on the surface of the cylinder and the displacements
were recorded at a diametrically opposed point on the opposite surface. Figure 3.2 displays the frequency
analysis of the displacement record with the analytical solution resonances overlaid. The resonant frequencies
of the FEM model vibrations match well with the analytical resonances through 50 kHz. Additional modes
are also present between those predicted by the analytical solution. These smaller peaks represent modes
which are not captured by the analytical solution such as axial bending modes. However, every analytical
mode is matched by a resonance in the model. The correspondence between the analytical solution and the
observed vibrations verifies that the model acts as a plane strain elastic cylinder in the frequency range of
interest.
Figure 3.2: Amplitude spectrum of model vibration response with analytical resonances indicated by dotted
lines for comparison.
3.1.2 Block Specimen Model
The block specimens were modeled using typical material properties of concrete. A list of values for these
material properties can be found in Table 3.1. Two circular inclusions were incorporated into the model
as separate components to represent 1 inch (25 mm) diameter steel bars in one corner of the specimens,
as shown in Figure 3.3. Four more 2 inch (51 mm) square inclusions were also incorporated as separate
components to represent damaged regions. The material properties of these components could be varied to
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simulate different inclusions without regenerating the mesh. The damaged regions were assigned properties
that result in a P-wave velocity of 2250 m/s in agreement with experimental measurements.
Figure 3.3: Finite element mesh for square specimens (green) with inclusions for reinforcing bars (red) and
crushing damage (yellow and blue).
Table 3.1: Material properties assigned to finite element model.
Material Elastic modulus (GPa) Poisson’s ratio Density (kg/m3)
PVC 4.00 0.4 1350
Steel 200. 0.3 7860
Concrete 39.9 0.24 2320
Damaged concrete 9.96 0.24 2320
Since the circular model was thoroughly verified and no analytical solution was available for the square
cross-section, we simply sought to verify validity of obtained results and the uniformity of the mesh in the
square model. This was performed by comparing simulated UPV measurements across the cross-section.
Measurement points were set at a 1 inch (13 mm) spacing on each face of the specimen. The measurement
points on two adjacent faces of the model were each excited with a 50 kHz pulse one at a time. Displacements
were recorded at all of the measurement points on the face opposite to the excitation. Figure 3.4 shows
the velocities of waves measured through the specimen. The expected velocity calculated from the material
properties in Table 3.1 is 4500 m/s. All of the simulation velocities are within 5 m/s of this expected
velocity. The velocities were found to vary by a total of 10 m/s or 0.22% of the average velocity thoughout
the specimen. Considering these results, it was decided that the mesh was sufficiently homogenous for our
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ultrasonic wave measurements.
Figure 3.4: Ultrasonic velocities measured across 242 paths through the block specimen model.
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Chapter 4
Tomographic Inversion Procedure
I have written my own tomographic inversion code based on the programs MIGRATOM and 3DTOM
developed,respectively, by Jackson and Tweeton [12] and RAI-2D by LCPC in France [26]. It was necessary
to write my own program because these older research programs have outdated graphic user interfaces that
are very difficult to use. Writing my own program also gives me control over every aspect of the inversion
process, including the definition of a convergence criteria. My program is capable of straight ray, network,
and hybrid ray bending ray path determination. This program has been implemented in MATLAB and the
code is available is available in Appendix A of this document.
4.1 Algorithm
The reconstruction is achieved by an algebraic iterative algorithm. First, a vector of the time of flight
measurements, T , are input to the model with accompanying coordinates of the source and receiver positions.
The expected average velocity of the material is used as a uniform initial velocity field. Each element of
the velocity field vector is inverted to calculate the slowness field vector, P , which has a length equal to
the number of pixels in the field. The estimate of slowness field for the current iteration is denoted as P ′.
The ray paths can either be assumed straight or determined by hybrid bending. If bent rays are used, the
ray paths can be recalculated at each iteration for P ′. The lengths of each of the ray paths that passes
through each pixel is stored in the matrix D, which has rows representing each pixel in the field and columns
representing each ray path measurement that was input to the model. The vector of the times of flight, T ′,
along the paths of the current iteration is then computed:
T ′ = DP ′. (4.1)
The residual error from the time of flight measurements, dT ′, is then calculated:
dT ′ = T − T ′, (4.2)
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. The incremental change to the slowness field, dP ′, is back-projected using a row-normalized transpose of
the matrix D,
dP ′ = DT dT ′. (4.3)
The slowness field for the next iteration, P ′′, can then be calculated:
P ′′ = P ′ + dP ′. (4.4)
This process is repeated until the increment, dP ′, becomes very small compared to the average value of the
slowness field,
dP ′ << P¯ . (4.5)
The convergence criteria will be discussed further in Section 4.4.
4.2 Tomograph Display
Generally and in this work, ultrasonic tomographic analyses of concrete are often run with a field of
relatively few pixels due to limited data sets. Because of the relatively low ray coverage densities examined,
the highest resolution used in any of the reconstructions in this work was 30 pixels. For ease of interpretation,
the results of tomographic analyses in this thesis were interpolated bilinearly to produce an image with higher
apparent resolution. A relative scale was used from the lowest to highest value in each image so that the
contrast would be clear. The ’bone’ color scale was selected, so that the highest velocity in each tomograph
is displayed as white and the lowest velocity is displayed as black. The standard tomographs which show
a continuous range of velocities, will be referred to as full spectrum tomographs. The known locations of
inclusions are indicated by red lines over the images.
The program can also display tomographs with an absolute color scale. This would be desirable to
compare the strength of low velocity indications when it is not known whether or not inclusions are present.
Future work should investigate appropriate velocity ranges for absolute scales.
4.3 Error Calculation
The accuracy of tomographic reconstructions was quantified by a percent error calculation to facilitate
the objective comparison of the images. In this calculation a simplified image is generated which will be
referred to as a reduced spectrum tomograph. This image is intended to identify the high or low velocity
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inclusion indications in a tomograph. The reduced spectrum tomograph is created by first categorizing the
value of each pixel in the full spectrum tomograph as high or low in velocity. For images where a low
velocity inclusion such as a void is expected, pixels with velocities below the 25th percentile of velocities in
that image are considered to be low velocity indications and are assigned a value of 0. Pixels above the 25th
percentile of velocities are assigned a value of 1. For images the where a high velocity inclusion such as steel
is expected, the criteria for differentiating low from high velocity was changed to the 75th percentile. An
ideal image perfectly showing the location of the inclusion is also produced. The ideal image is pixelated at
the same resolution with zeros assigned to the lower velocity locations and ones assigned to higher velocity
regions. The reduced spectrum image is then subtracted pixel by pixel from the ideal image. Finally, the
absolute value of this difference is summed and divided by the number of pixels to find the percentage of
the pixels that are different.
Figure 4.1: Tomograph error calculation: full spectrum tomograph (left), reduced spectrum tomograph
(center), ideal image (right).
Figure 4.1 illustrates an example full spectrum tomograph, its reduced spectrum tomograph, and the ideal
tomograph for the case of FEM simulation of a high velocity inclusion. By subtracting the reduced spectrum
image from the ideal image, the error was calculated to be 0.5% in this example. This value indicates a
very high quality reconstruction since less than one percent of the pixels in the circular cross-section differed
from the correct image. The percent error is only a relative measure for comparing tomographs of the same
defects. The selected critieria of 25% is arbitrary and was selected after some trial and error with different
values on a variety of tomographs. This calculation will be useful in comparing the quality of images in this
work when the correct tomographic image is known.
Another quantification used in this thesis is ray density. Ray density is calculated by dividing the number
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of ray measurements through a specimen by the area of the cross-section that is being imaged. Ray density
is a useful value in comparing ray path configurations between different specimens of the same material.
4.4 Convergence
Iterative improvement of the tomographic reconstructions continues until the dP ′ becomes very small
compared to P¯ . In order to decide how much smaller dP ′ needs to be, a convergence study was run using
the FEM model simulated data for the PVC specimen with a void through it. The criteria for convergence
were varied from dP ′ < P¯/10 down to dP ′ < P¯/1000. Figures 4.2 and 4.3 show the results of this study.
Note that lowering the criteria from dP ′ < P¯/10 to dP ′ < P¯/100 results in a 1.2% reduction in error while
further lowering it to dP ′ < P¯/1000 results in less then 0.2% further reduction in error. Since lowering
the criteria by a factor of ten results in a tenfold increase in processing time, the convergence criterion of
dP ′ < P¯/100 was chosen for the reconstructions in this thesis. The criterion of dP ′ < P¯/100 also avoids the
region at smaller tolerance levels where the error in the tomograph increases slightly. This slight increase
is likely because the inversion had already reached lowest error that could be achieved with the ray data
provided and further iterations could only serve to perturb the image.
Figure 4.2: Full spectrum tomographs of PVC-void cylinder FEM data with varied convergence criteria:
P¯/10 (left), P¯/100 (center), P¯/1000 (right).
4.5 Verification
In order to show that my program was working properly, a comparison was made to two existing
inversion programs that have been accepted by the civil engineering community: MIGRATOM and RAI-2D.
Synthetic tomographic UPV data of a PVC cylinder with a high velocity inclusion was generated using the
FEM model. The data set was generated with a transducer spacing of 15◦ and a maximum offset of 45◦ from
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Figure 4.3: Error of PVC-void cylinder FEM tomographs reconstructed with varied convergence criteria.
direct transmission. The times of flight were then used to reconstruct tomographs in my MATLAB code,
MIGRATOM, and RAI-2D. Each program was set to run 50 iterations for the inversion using straight ray
paths. Each program was also provided with the same initial velocity field of 2520 m/s, the velocity used to
represent PVC in the FEM model. The inversion took approximately 1 second for MATLAB and RAI-2D
and 5 seconds for MIGRATOM.
Figure 4.4 shows all three of the reconstructions. The results were plotted using the display code de-
veloped for this work so that they could be easily compared. The three tomographs are similar and the
MATLAB reconstruction shows the lowest percent error. These results verify that the MATLAB code com-
pares very favorably with existing reconstruction code and is sufficient for tomographic inversion. This
MATLAB code will be used to produce all subsequent tomographs in this work.
Figure 4.4: Comparison of reconstructions for PVC-steel cylinder FEM data from various programs: MAT-
LAB code (left), MIGRATOM (center), RAI-2D (right).
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Chapter 5
Sensor Testing
For this work an air-coupled ultrasonic testing system was developed. That effort is described here.
5.1 Sensor Description
At the beginning of this work, our lab had a small inventory of various ultrasonic transducers. From
previous studies we had piezoelectric transducers with a balsa wood matching layer [21]. These transducers
use a crystal tuned to the frequency of interest to convert voltage into displacements for transmission.
The converse phenomenon is used for reception. The transducers were capable of sending and receiving
air-coupled ultrasound pulses through a few inches of concrete in a fully air-coupled (contactless) through-
thickness testing configuration [27]. Two sets of Senscomp capacitive transducers were purchased for this
work. Capacitive ultrasonic transducers use the potential difference between a plate and a membrane to
drive the mechanical generation of waves in air. The Senscomp transducers are also sensitive receivers
with a relatively broad bandwidth. A free-field, electrostatic microphone with a very broad bandwidth
manufactured by PCB (model Y377A01) was also available for receiving. The specifications for each of
the relevant transducers in our current inventory are listed in Table 5.1, and a photograph is displayed in
Figure 5.1. All values in Table 5.1 are the manufacturers’ specifications except for the sensitivities of the
piezoelectric transducers, which were measured in our lab.
Table 5.1: Transducer specifications.
Air Transmit Air Receive Dominant Beam
Sensitivity Sensitivity Frequency Angle Diameter Bandwidth
(dB SPL) @ 1m (dB SPL) (kHz) @-6dB (mm) (kHz)@-6dB
Piezoelectric (1) 89 – 54 25◦ 38 Narrow
Piezo with balsa (2) 101 -51 54 25◦ 38 Narrow
Senscomp 7000 (3) 107 -43 50 30◦ 28 25
Senscomp 600 (4) 110 -42 50 15◦ 38 30
PCB Microphone (5) N/A -51 0.25 N/A 6.3 80
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Figure 5.1: Inventory of transducers: piezoelectric with matching layer (top left), unmodified piezoelectric
(top right), PCB microphone (bottom left), Senscomp 600 (bottom center), and Senscomp 7000 (bottom
right).
To verify which transducer would deliver the largest signal amplitude through air, a direct comparison
was made between the transmitting capabilities of all of the transducers. The PCB microphone was used as
the receiver for this set of tests. Each transducer was tested at its respective far field distance and resonant
frequency. The far field distance of each transmitter was determined by slowly moving the microphone
towards it until the received signal amplitude reached a local maximum. Figure 5.2 shows the signals
collected for each of the transmitters. The signal generated by the Senscomp 600 transducer has the highest
amplitude, while the Piezo-electric transducer with matching layer had the weakest.
A direct comparison was also made between the receiving sensitivities of all of the transducers. Each
transducer was tested through an air path of 6 cm with a pulse of 6 cycles at 54 kHz generated by the
Senscomp 600. Figure 5.3 verifies that the Senscomp 600 is also the most effective receiver in this case.
The Senscomp 600 also has the narrowest beam angle and broadest bandwidth as shown in Table 5.1.
Senscomp 600 transducers will be used as the source and receiver pair for all subsequent tests in this work.
The Senscomp 600 transducers require a constant 150-200 V bias to operate effectively. Circuit modules
purchased with the transducers were capable of producing this bias; however, these modules were only able
to generate pulses of 16 cycles at 50 kHz. In order to more gain control over the frequency content and
duration of the transmitted pulses, a microcontroller was purchased and implemented. In order to enable the
implementation of pulse compression analysis, the microcontroller was programmed to generate signals that
swept from 40-75 kHz. A second routine was programmed to generate a short pulse of 4 cycles at 50 kHz.
Separate channels were also programmed to control the bias of the receiving transducer and synchronize the
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Figure 5.2: Comparison of transmission amplitude through air to PCB microphone.
Figure 5.3: Comparison of receiving sensitivity through air from Senscomp 600 transmitter.
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data acquisition system (DAQ). The signals from the microcontroller were input to the transducer circuits by
removing their built-in control chips and soldering in wires from the microcontroller. Diagrams that describe
the modified circuits are shown in Figure 5.4. The difference between the transmitting and receiving circuits
is that the ground of the receiver induction coil is directed to the data acquisition system. This arrangement
acquires the signal as oscillations about 0 V (avoiding the 200 V bias) and prevents the bias from discharging
to the ground. The grounding of the same point on the transmitting circuit produces the maximum possible
transmission amplitude from the transducer. Additionally, rigorous shielding and analog filters were added
to the circuits to protect against cross-talk within the system, which would obscure the received signal.
Figure 5.4: Senscomp transducer biasing circuit diagrams.
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5.2 Air-Coupled Transmission Tests
Two signal processing approaches were developed for air-coupled transmission tests. A series of measure-
ments were performed using pulse compression signals and another test series were performed with short
pulses of relatively narrow bandwidth.
5.2.1 Pulse Compression Signals
Time averaging and pulse compression signal processing were applied to a frequency modulated ”chirp”
signal. By modulating the frequency and amplitude of the chirp, pulse compression can utilize longer
duration signals to improve SNR while maintaining axial resolution [5]. The transducers are resonant at
50 kHz, so they transmit and receive the signal less effectively at the high and low ends of the frequency
range than at their resonant frequency. In order to produce a chirp signal with a broad bandwidth, the
frequency was varied more slowly through the high and low ranges. The applied chirp ranged from 75-40
kHz and had a duration of 1.15 ms. The time bandwidth product calculated for this signal is 40, which
corresponds to a theoretical SNR increase of 16 dB [5]. Each signal was collected over 4000 time averages
and then cross-correlated with a reference signal through air only (Figure 5.5). Peaks in the cross-correlated
signal correspond with signal arrivals in the time domain. The first arrival of the signal is determined by
selecting the maximum within a time range around the expected arrival time. By subtracting the time of
flight in the reference signal, the arrival time of a wave path through solid and air was calculated. Figures 5.6
and 5.7 show examples of fully air-coupled transmission signals through a PMMA plate and a PVC cylinder,
respectively.
Figure 5.5: Pulse compression reference signal through air: raw signal (left) and amplitude spectrum of
signal (right).
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Figure 5.6: Pulse compression ultrasonic non-contact transmission through 3 inch (76 mm) PMMA plate:
raw signal (left) and signal after pulse compression (right). First arrival indicated by red circle.
Figure 5.7: Pulse compression ultrasonic non-contact transmission through 6 inch (152 mm) PVC cylinder:
raw signal (left) and signal after pulse compression (right). First arrival indicated by red circle.
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5.2.2 Short Pulse Signals
Although pulse compression procedures were used to make UPV measurements in the preliminary tests,
problems were encountered with the length of the signal. A second wavefront which was much larger in
amplitude often appeared before the full first arrival chirp was received. The sidelobes of this second
wavefront in the cross-correlated signal would sometimes obscured the peak representing the first arrival of
the P-wave. In order to avoid these problems, a short pulse with a central frequency of 50 kHz was selected
as an alternative transmission signal. Figure 5.8 shows the short pulse signal collected through air in the
time domain as well as the frequency content of the pulse.
Figure 5.8: Short pulse signal through air: raw signal (left) and amplitude spectrum of signal (right).
The short pulse signal was collected with 1000 time averages for non-contact transmission. A 19 point
weighted moving average was used to filter out high frequency noise. The first arrival of the signal is
determined by finding the first exceedance of a threshold amplitude in the time signal. The amplitude of
the threshold is set just above the noise level for each set of signals collected. An example signal arrival for
transmission through a PVC cylinder is illustrated in Figure 5.9 where the threshold amplitude is 0.01 mV.
5.3 Semi-Contact Transmission Tests
In order to collect signals with lower SNR, further testing was performed to explore the most effective
semi-contact sensor arrangement. Semi-contact measurements involve an air-coupled transducer on one side
and a transducer in contact with the specimen on the other side. A Senscomp 600 transducer was used to
transmit a short pulse through a 3 inch (76 mm) PMMA plate. Three different types of contact transducers
were applied as receivers on the opposite side. The James piezoelectric transducer, discussed earlier in
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Figure 5.9: Short pulse transmission through PVC cylinder: raw signal (left) and signal after processing
(right). First arrival indicated by red circle.
Section 5.1, is referred to here as a two-inch transducer to differentiate it from the exponential piezoelectric
transducer. The exponential transducer is nominally one inch in diameter but it curves exponentially to
a tip so that the energy can be focused to one point on the surface of a specimen. This eliminates the
need for gel couplants between the transducer tip and the concrete surface. The third type of transducer
used is an accelerometer. The accelerometer is also piezoelectric in nature, but it is designed so that the
voltage measured across it is proportional to the accelerations of the surface it is attached to rather than
displacements. The PCB accelerometers used here are 0.3 inches (8 mm) in diameter and require a signal
conditioning box to provide a bias across them. Figure 5.10 shows the testing configuration for semi-contact
tests.
The signals collected from the three transducer types are shown in Figure 5.11. The signal from the
accelerometer had roughly twice the amplitude of the 2 inch transducer, which was in turn 50 times higher
in amplitude than the exponential transducer. As a further benefit, the signal conditioning box used to
provide the bias voltage on the accelerometers was also able to provide pre-amplification to the sensor output
signal. Based on these tests the PCB accelerometers were selected to receive semi-contact measurements
throughout the remainder of this work.
Figure 5.12 shows an example application of the semi-coupled transmission setup through a 12 inch
(305 mm) concrete block. The signal was amplified 100 times at the signal conditioning box and collected
using 500 time averages. A 19 point weighted moving average was also used to filter out high frequency noise,
and the first arrival of the signal was determined by finding the first exceedance of a threshold of 0.5 mV.
By subtracting the time of flight through air from this first arrival, the travel time and UPV through the
concrete can be calculated.
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Figure 5.10: Test configuration for semi-coupled receiving sensitivity through 3 inch (76 mm) PMMA plate
from Senscomp 600 air-coupled transmitter (left) to accelerometer, exponential tip, and 2-inch diameter
contact transducers (right).
Figure 5.11: Comparison of semi-coupled receiving sensitivity through 3 inch (76 mm) PMMA plate from
Senscomp 600 transmitter.
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Figure 5.12: Short pulse semi-contact transmission through 12 inch (305 mm) concrete block. First arrival
indicated by red circle.
In order to compare the amplitudes of transmission signals through concrete using non-contact, contact
and full contact testing configurations, contact and fully air-coupled measurements were also made through
the same specimen and along the same path. Figure 5.13 shows a comparison of ultrasonic signals collected
along the same path through 12 inches of concrete for all three sensor configurations. The contact mea-
surement was collected using 100 time averages and the arrival time was determined by a simple threshold.
The fully air-coupled measurement was collected using the short pulse signal processing method described in
Section 5.2.2. The semi-contact signal is approximately 50 times larger in amplitude than the non-contact
measurement. The amplitude of the full contact signal is then about 20 times higher than that of the semi-
contact measurement. In Figure 5.14 the non-contact measurement is presented alone on a millivolt scale so
that it is clearly visible.
In comparing Figures 5.12-5.14, you can see even after signal processing that the noise level in the signal
diminishes as the amplitude increases. This increase in SNR reduces variability in the arrival times picked
from the signals. Variability in arrival time picking negatively affects the accuracy of UPV measurements.
Conventional contact measurements still provide the greatest amplitude and highest SNR. However, these
non-contact and semi-contact measurement configurations might be applied to efficiently collect larger data
sets for tomography. In order to explore this possibility, non-contact measurements are utilized to image
cylindrical specimens in the following chapter.
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Figure 5.13: Received ultrasonic wave signals across 12 inch concrete block using the three sensor configu-
rations.
Figure 5.14: Received non-contact ultrasonic wave signal across 12 inch concrete block using the short pulse
configuration.
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Chapter 6
Air-Coupled Tomography of
Cylindrical Phantoms
6.1 Specimen Description
After a developing a tomographic reconstruction algorithm and air-coupled measurement system, a set
of specimens were fabricated to evaluate the system. PVC was selected for the phantoms because of its
lower acoustic impedance which reduces the transmission loss. The attenuation of ultrasound in PVC is also
somewhat lower than that of concrete and is absorptive rather than scattering in nature. This leads to clearer
transmitted experimental signals for the initial trials. Three cylindrical phantoms six inches (152 mm) in
diameter were prepared with various inclusions, as shown in Figure 6.1. The inclusions are uniform through
the length of the specimens so that the problem can be considered to be two-dimensional when we image
a central cross-sectional slice through the sample. The steel inclusion is tightly fitted so that elastic waves
are transmitted through the interface, and contact UPV tests verified that the PVC-steel interface was well
bonded. The circular void and steel bar are each one inch in diameter and located 1.5 and 1.0 inches (38 and
25 mm) from the center, respectively. The notch was cut 1.5 inches (38 mm) into the side of the specimen
and is approximately 1/32 of an inch wide (1 mm) [28].
A concrete specimen was cast to match the PVC-void specimen to verify that the findings of these
tests could be extended to concrete. The concrete mix used had a water/cement ratio of 0.35 and 15%
Figure 6.1: Six inch (152 mm) PVC phantoms: void (left), steel bar (center), and notch (right) [28].
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cement replacement by silica fume. These proportions were chosen in an attempt to minimize the interfacial
transition zone around aggregates so that the concrete would behave more like a homogeneous elastic solid
in wave propogation tests. This cylinder is also six inches (150 mm) in diameter with a one inch diameter
void located 1.5 inches (25 mm) from the center as shown in Figure 6.2.
Figure 6.2: 6 inch (152 mm) concrete cylinder specimen with void.
Ultrasonic waves will be sent and received along multiple intersecting wave paths that lie on a single
plane that is normal to the central axis of the cylinder. The ray paths for the cylindrical specimens in this
work are described by reference from the center of the cylinder cross-section. The angle of offset from direct
transmission is measured with reference to the center of the cylinder. The maximum angle of offset for a
data set will be referred to as the fan width. Another term used in this work is the transducer spacing.
Transducer spacing is the degrees between measurement points referenced from the center of the cylinder.
Figure 6.3 illustrates coverage with a 45◦ fan width and 15◦ transducer spacing.
Figure 6.3: Ray coverage diagrams: fan width (left) and transducer spacing (right).
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6.2 Tomography Simulation
6.2.1 Density of Ray Coverage
In order to quickly evaluate different configurations of data collection without collecting very large data
sets, the finite element model described in Section 3.1.1 was used to simulate UPV measurements. Transient
displacement loading was applied as a single cycle of 50 kHz sine function at one point on the surface of the
model to simulate the transmitter. The loading was always applied in the direction normal to the surface.
Transient displacement signals were recorded around the surface of the cylinder at points where receivers
would be positioned to achieve a 5◦ transducer spacing and a maximum fan width of 90◦. Signals were
recorded with a sampling interval of 0.1 µs and 10 ms duration. These simulated transmitters and receivers
were rotated about the specimen in a series of 72 finite element analyses to achieve the desired ray coverage
patterns described below. These signals were processed as UPV measurements as explained in Chapter 5
to generate the simulation datasets. The known P-wave velocity of PVC, 2520 m/s, was used as the initial
guess for the velocity field reconstruction.
Figures 6.4 and 6.5 show the result of a series of simulated measurements of the voided and notched
PVC specimens. In order to verify the effect of ray coverage density, the fan width was held at 60◦ while the
transducer spacing was decreased from 20◦ to 5◦ for both models. In Figure 6.4 the error is reduced as the
ray density is increased. The definitions of reconstruction error and ray density are described in Section 4.3.
As the ray density increases by a factor of approximately 4, the error in the tomograph decreases by about
0.3%. In Figure 6.5 the error for the notch specimen tomograph decreases much more when the transducer
spacing is reduced to 5◦. The notch is a more difficult case since its long dimension is oriented parallel to
many of the rays. The velocity of those parallel rays is less affected by the notch. This makes the behavior
of waves in the vicinity of the notch seem isotropic and distorts the shape of the low velocity indication in
the tomoghaphs. When we reduce the transducer spacing to 5◦, we get many rays crossing the notch at a
more oblique angles so that more of the rays passing through the notch region are significantly affected by
it. For both specimens the defect indication in the reconstruction image appears to become more focused as
the ray density increases.
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Figure 6.4: Ray coverage diagrams (top) and tomographs (bottom) of PVC-void FEM data with varied
ray coverage density: 20◦ transducer spacing (left), 10◦ transducer spacing (center), and 5◦ transducer
spacing (right).
Figure 6.5: Ray coverage diagrams (top) and tomographs (bottom) of PVC-notch FEM data with varied
ray coverage density: 20◦ transducer spacing (left), 10◦ transducer spacing (center), and 5◦ transducer
spacing (right).
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6.2.2 Distribution of Ray Coverage
Figures 6.6 and 6.7 show the significant effect of the distribution of ray coverage on the tomographic
reconstruction of the void and notch specimens even when the ray density is not changed. The maximum
offset from direct transmission was increased from 40◦ to 80◦ in Figures 6.6 and 6.7. In order to hold the
number of rays constant, the receiver spacing was held at 10◦ while the transmitter spacing was varied from
20◦ to 40◦. In Figure 6.6 you can see that the 60◦ fan width case yields the lowest error for void specimen.
The 40◦ fan width distorts the indication toward the center and the 80◦ fan width distorts it away from the
center. Because of the fixed ray density, the configuration which puts the most rays intersecting across the
center of the void most accurately captures its location.
Figure 6.6: Ray coverage diagrams (top) and tomographs (bottom) of PVC-void FEM data with varied ray
coverage distribution: 40◦ fan width (left), 60◦ fan width (center), and 80◦ fan width (right).
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In Figure 6.7 the reconstructions with narrow fan widths fail to accurately capture the extent of the
notch. As in the density study, rays crossing the notch at oblique angles are required to characterize it. The
broadest fan width of 80◦ gives the greatest accuracy for the notch specimen.
Figure 6.7: Ray coverage diagrams (top) and tomographs (bottom) of PVC-notch FEM data with varied
ray coverage distribution: 40◦ fan width (left), 60◦ fan width (center), and 80◦ fan width (right).
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6.2.3 Flaw Location
To further explore how this ultrasonic tomography method could be applied to find other flaws, ray
distribution studies were run on void inclusions at different distances from the center as well as a shorter
notch. For these simulations, the voids were located at 1 inch and 2 inch from the center of the cylinder and
a shorter 1 inch deep notch was simulated. For each of these cases, a ray distribution study was run. The
results of these simulations are shown in Figures 6.8-6.10.
Figure 6.8: Ray coverage diagrams (top) and tomographs (bottom) of FEM data with void closer to center
with varied ray coverage distribution: 40◦ fan width (left), 60◦ fan width (center), and 80◦ fan width (right).
As the location of the void is varied in Figures 6.8 and 6.9, you can see that the optimal maximum offset
angle changes with the location of the void. When the void is near the center of the cylinder, a narrow fan
coverage is optimal since it focuses the limited number of rays near the inclusion. However when the void is
near the surface of the specimen, a very broad fan coverage is required to achieve denser coverage there. The
short surface notch in Figure 6.10 requires even broader coverage to characterize accurately since it is further
from the center of the cylinder. The 80◦ offset coverage is able to reasonably characterize the near surface
inclusions. Unfortunately, in experimental work to date the maximum angle for reliable measurements has
been 60◦. This limits us from accurately imaging defects that are located near to the surface of a specimen.
In order to capture all of the defects with good accuracy, we need to use the widest possible fan width and a
transducer spacing of 5◦. Ray density is directly correlated with image quality, but ray distribution can have
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Figure 6.9: Ray coverage diagrams (top) and tomographs (bottom) of FEM data with void further from
center with varied ray coverage distribution: 40◦ fan width (left), 60◦ fan width (center), and 80◦ fan
width (right).
Figure 6.10: Ray coverage diagrams (top) and tomographs (bottom) of FEM data with shorter notch with
varied ray coverage distribution: 40◦ fan width (left), 60◦ fan width (center), and 80◦ fan width (right).
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an even greater impact on the accuracy of tomographs. Broad fan widths provide good ray density at and
around defects with a greater range of ray orientations so that ray measurements contain more information
about the extents of the defects. When the location of defects is unknown, broad fan width and high ray
density should be used to provide good coverage of the entire cross-section. These findings were applied to
the experimental study of the cylindrical specimens.
6.3 Experimental Results
Air-coupled UPV data sets were collected on all of the cylindrical specimens with a transducer spacing
of 5◦. The fan width for the PVC-void specimen was 45◦. The fan width was increased to 60◦ for the other
three cylindrical specimens since broader fan widths were found to significantly improve the accuracy of
tomographic reconstructions. The relative positioning of the transducers and the specimen was accomplished
by an automated positioning system at the Bioacoustics Research Lab (BRL) of the University of Illinois.
First, the transmitter and receiver locations were fixed and the specimen was rotated in 5◦ increments through
360◦. The transmitter was then be offset by 5◦ relative to the center of the cylinder and the specimen would
be rotated again. A total of 720 UPV measurements were collected for the PVC-void specimen and 936 UPV
measurements for each of the other cylinders. Snells law can be applied to show that because of the high
velocity contrast between the air and solid, the fastest path from a point in the air to a point in the solid will
minimize the distance travelled through the air. For this reason, it was assumed that the path of the first
arriving wave is direct from the center of the transducer to the nearest point on the cylinder as illustrated
in Figure 6.3. The time of flight through the air gaps was subtracted from the total time so that the sources
and receivers could be represented to be located on the surface of the cylinder in the reconstruction.
The reconstructed tomographs from the air-coupled UPV of the PVC specimens are shown in Figures 6.11-
6.13. Although there is some noise and variability in the signals, the percent errors of the actual UPV
tomographic reconstructions are comparable to those of the simulated data sets with the same measurement
configurations.
Figure 6.11 shows the tomograph the PVC-void specimen. This tomograph has the highest percent error
of any of the PVC results. The void indication here is distorted toward the center of the cylinder. This is
explained by the insufficient ray coverage of that inclusion. The ray density of this data set is sufficient,
but the distribution is poor since the fan width is limited to 45◦. Since few of the rays pass through the
inclusion at oblique angles, its location and shape are not captured accurately. From Figure 6.6 we can see
that better results would be expected if the fan width were increased to 60◦.
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Figure 6.11: Full spectrum (left) and reduced spectrum (right) tomographs of PVC-void specimen from
non-contact UPV measurements.
Figure 6.12 shows that the tomograph of the steel inclusion has a lower error value than that of the void
specimen. Because the steel inclusion is closer to the center of the cylinder, the fan width provided relatively
dense ray coverage over the inclusion resulting in more accurate location in the tomograph. Unfortunately,
the steel bar appears as a low velocity inclusion instead of a higher velocity inclusion. This artifact is most
likely due to the low signal to noise ratio of the signal data. A detailed explanation of why this occurs is
offered in Section 6.4.
Figure 6.13 shows the tomograph from the air-coupled UPV data for the PVC-notch specimen. The error
of the tomograph is relatively low and the location and size of the notch are well defined by the low velocity
indication. The tomographic error is low because the ray density is high, and there are many ray paths
intersecting the defect at oblique angles. This tomograph very closely matches that of the experimental data
with the same ray coverage in Figure 6.5. This agreement serves to further verify the validity of the FEM
model.
Figure 6.14 shows the reconstructed tomographs from the air-coupled UPV of the concrete cylinder
specimen. The percent error of the concrete cylinder tomographic reconstruction is significantly higher than
those from the PVC specimens and there is more visible noise in the image and greater distortion of the
defect indication. This can be attributed to the lower signal to noise ratio of the measurements through the
concrete cylinder due to material (aggregate) scattering of ultrasonic waves within the cylinder. The lower
transmission coefficients between concrete and air also reduce the SNR compared to the PVC specimens.
Another source of error might be the greater velocity contrast between air and concrete. The straight ray
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Figure 6.12: Full spectrum (left) and reduced spectrum (right) tomographs of PVC-steel specimen from
non-contact UPV measurements.
Figure 6.13: Full spectrum (left) and reduced spectrum (right) tomographs of PVC-notch specimen from
non-contact UPV measurements.
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assumption is less valid when velocity contrast is high [12]. The higher velocity of concrete also results in a
longer wavelength for 50 kHz waves. Longer wavelengths are less affected by small defects.
Although the quality of the tomograph of the concrete cylinder is worse than those for the PVC specimens,
there is still a clear indication of where the void is located. This confirms that fully air coupled tomography
of concrete is possible. If the signal to noise ratio could be improved, it is likely that the image quality would
improve as well.
Figure 6.14: Full spectrum (left) and reduced spectrum (right) tomographs of concrete-void specimen from
non-contact UPV measurements.
6.4 Discussion of UPV Measurements with Steel Bars
Simulated UPV data from the finite element model of the PVC-steel specimen can help to explain
why the steel inclusion in PVC appears as a void in tomographs generated from non-contact UPV data.
Details of the FEM model are provided in Section 3.1.1. Time signals from the FEM data were processed
using two different threshold amplitudes to determine the arrival times for the UPV. Figure 6.15 shows the
tomographs produced by these two simulated UPV data sets. The tomograph from the low threshold data
clearly indicates that the inclusion is of a higher velocity material, while the high threshold data tomograph
clearly indicates a low velocity inclusion with comparable error values. Further insight can be found by
inspecting the signals.
Figure 6.16 shows the thresholds used and two key signals from the data set. One signal is from a path
that passes directly through the steel inclusion and the other signal is from a clear path that does not cross
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Figure 6.15: Full spectrum tomographs of PVC-steel FEM data with low amplitude threshold (left) and
high amplitude threshold (right).
Figure 6.16: Signals from PVC-steel FEM data with varied threshold amplitude.
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the inclusion. The two paths are exactly the same length. The signal transmitted through the inclusion
shows an earlier leading edge arrival than the signal through the clear path. This is because the ultrasonic
wave travels faster the through the steel bar than it does through PVC. The signal through the bar also
has a lower amplitude since it suffered transmission losses at the interfaces between the steel and PVC.
Figure 6.17 provides a snapshot of the displacement field computed by the FEM model at the moment that
the wave propagates through the steel inclusion toward the left side of the figure. The displacement field
illustrates that the portion of the wavefront which has passed through the inclusion is well ahead of the arc
described by the rest of the wavefront. Figure 6.17 also shows that this faster portion of the wavefront has
a much lower amplitude.
Interestingly, the first peak of the signal from the path throught the bar in Figure 6.16 is actually delayed
compared to the first peak of the clear path signal. This delayed peak is the result of the portion of the
ultrasonic wave which travels around the steel inclusion rather than through it. Because this portion of the
wavefront has traveled a longer path, it arrives later. This delayed peak is comparable to the signal that
would be seen if there had been a circular void rather than a steel inclusion. The signal that we receive is
the result of constructive interference between the early arrival though the high velocity inclusion and the
late arrival of the wave traveling around the inclusion.
Since the FEM signals have exceptionally high SNR, we are able to use a low threshold amplitude to
determine the arrival time of the wave and we detect the earlier arrival which indicates the high velocity
inclusion. However, if the signal to noise ratio were very low, then the noise would most likely obscure this
early indication. We would be forced to use the higher threshold amplitude instead, and would perceive that
the clear path signal arrives earlier. The result is a lower apparent UPV for the path that crossed the high
velocity inclusion.
These results seem to indicate that unless we can significantly improve the SNR of our UPV experimental
measurements, we will not be able to distinguish between high and low velocity inclusions. This is an
unfortunate finding. However steel bars make up a relatively small percentage of reinforced concrete cross-
sections. In full-scale applications, the resolution of tomographs may not be sufficient to see them, whether
they would appear as high or low velocity inclusions.
This series of cylinder tests showed that the FEM model is useful to determine ray configurations that
will produce accurate tomographs. It also showed that air-coupled UPV measurements are feasible for PVC
as well as concrete cylinders, but that higher error levels are encountered in the concrete tomographs. The
same methods could now be applied to larger concrete specimens.
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Figure 6.17: Displacement field generated by finite element model of PVC-steel as the wave passes through
and around the bar.
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Chapter 7
Tomography of Concrete Specimens
7.1 Specimen Description
In order to further test the practical application of these tomographic methods to realistic concrete
columns, a small mockup of a concrete column was constructed. A photograph of this specimen is provided
in Figure 7.1. The concrete mix used had a very high water/cement ratio of 0.64, 3/8 inch limestone
aggregate, and 25% cement replacement by flyash with a design strength of 5 ksi at 90 days. The cross-
section of the specimen was 12 inch (305 mm) square.
Figure 7.1: Square concrete specimen with reinforcement and embedded damage cubes.
In order to simulate damage within the column, 2 inch (51 mm) cubes were cast in advance and loaded to
their ultimate compressive strength. Care was taken to reverse the displacement of the load frame before the
cubes were crushed completely which would result in a loss of shape. Four of these pre-crushed cubes were
cast into the column at two cross-sections as shown in Figure 7.2. The UPV of these cubes was measured
to be approximately 2230 m/s, a reduction of 50% from the velocity of the undamaged concrete. In section
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A, two cubes were positioned near the center of the specimen at one elevation. In section B, the cubes
were positioned near the corner of the specimen at another elevation. Two bars of 1 inch (25 mm) diameter
deformed reinforcing steel were also embedded through the full length of the column to explore their effect
on the tomographic imaging.
7.2 Tomography Simulation
7.2.1 Density of Ray Coverage
A series of simulated UPV tomography measurements were generated using the FEM model for square
concrete section A. This FEM model is described in Section 3.1.2. These simulated measurements were pro-
cessed to generate tomographs in order to evaluate different data collection configurations for this specimen.
Transient displacement loading was applied as a single cycle of 50 kHz sine function at one point on the
surface of the model to simulate the transmitter. The loading was always applied in the direction normal to
the surface. Displacement signals were recorded from the FEM model at 0.5 inch (13 mm) intervals on the
surface opposite the excitation to simulate receivers. These signals were processed as UPV measurements
as explained in Chapter 5 to generate the simulation datasets. The known P-wave velocity of the concrete
in the model, 4500 m/s, was used as the initial guess for the velocity field reconstruction.
Figure 7.3 shows the result of a ray coverage density study for concrete section A. In order to verify
the effect of ray coverage density, the transducer spacing was decreased from 2.5 inch (64mm) on the left
in Figure 7.3 to 0.5 inch (12mm) on the right. Clearly, the reconstruction error (defined in Section 4.3) is
reduced as the ray density is increased. As the ray density increases by a factor of 20, the percent error
decreases by 15%. However, the quality increase between one inch and 0.5 inch transducer spacing is only
7%. This finding led us to use a spacing of 1 inch in the experimental UPV data collection since 0.5 inch
transducer spacing would increase the duration of data collection by more than 300%.
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Figure 7.2: Schematic of reinforcing bars and embedded damage cubes within square concrete specimen. All
dimensions are in inches.
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Figure 7.3: Ray coverage diagrams (top) and tomographs (bottom) of FEM data for square concrete sec-
tion A with varied ray density: 2.5 inch (63 mm) transducer spacing (left), 1 inch (25 mm) transducer
spacing (center), and 0.5 inch (13 mm) transducer spacing (right).
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7.2.2 Distribution of Ray Coverage
Data from the FEM model were also used to study the effect of different transducer configurations on the
quality of tomographic reconstructions. One possible configuration that would reduce the number of sensors
needed for testing is to place a few accelerometers on one side and scan with a non-contact transducer at a
small increment on the other side. Figures 7.4 and 7.5 show the results of using 0.5 inch transducer spacing
on two adjacent sides and 5 inch spacing on the opposite sides. In Figure 7.4 the transmitters are closely
spaced and there are few receiver locations. The tomographs in Figure 7.5 demonstrate the opposite case
where there are few transmitters and many receivers. As you can see in both figures, these configurations
result in dense ray coverage of half of the specimen and sparse coverage of the other half. The error of
the tomograph in Figure 7.4 is comparable to the errors in Figure 7.3 since the inclusions fall in the dense
coverage area. However, when the most of the inclusions are in the low coverage half of the specimen in
Figure 7.5, the error is significantly higher. This testing configuration might be acceptable if you were trying
to look for problems in a particular region of a column, but if it is desired to inspect the entire cross-section,
then smaller transducer spacing should be used on all sides. In order to ensure reliable accuracy in the
tomographs, ray coverage should be evenly distributed over the cross-section.
Figure 7.4: Tomographs of square concrete section A FEM data with dense transmitter spacing and sparse
receiver spacing: full spectrum (left), reduced spectrum (center), and ray coverage diagram (right).
Another ray distribution study was performed to study the effect of collecting measurements from only
two opposing sides of the specimen. Figures 7.6 and 7.7 show the results of using 0.5 inch transducer spacing
on only two opposite sides. The measurements were then switched to the other two sides for a second set
of tomographs. As you can see in Figure 7.6, this configuration results in a ray density of 5900 rays/m2.
This is the highest of all the simulation tomographs except for the 0.5 inch transducer spacing shown in
Figure 7.3. The ray coverage is also evenly distributed throughout the sample cross-section compared to
Figures 7.4 and 7.5. However, the orientation of the rays is limited despite the dense ray coverage. The
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Figure 7.5: Tomographs of square concrete section A FEM data with dense receiver spacing and sparse
transmitter spacing: full spectrum (left), reduced spectrum (center), and ray coverage diagram (right).
error in these tomographs (5.2 and 4.4%) are higher than that of any of the other distributions (2.1-3.9%).
Because there are no intersecting ray paths in the perpendicular direction to provide information about the
length of an inclusion, the inclusions are stretched in the predominant direction of the measurements. Such
a two-sided measurement scheme is undesireable due to systematic distortion of the defects.
Figure 7.6: Tomographs of square concrete section A FEM data with horizontal 2-sided ray coverage: full
spectrum (left), reduced spectrum (center), and ray coverage diagram (right).
7.2.3 Transducer Positioning Error
The FEM model of the concrete block was also used to study the effect of errors in transducer positioning.
One likely positioning error might involve a single transducer being out of place. Another likely problem that
might occur is an incorrect transmitter spacing. This could take place due to a miscalibrated automated
positioning system which moves the transducer by the wrong increment between tests. The result would
be accumulating errors in transmitter position. Simulations were used to explore how these positioning
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Figure 7.7: Tomographs of square concrete section A FEM data with vertical 2-sided ray coverage: full
spectrum (left), reduced spectrum (center), and ray coverage diagram (right).
problems would impact the quality of tomographic reconstructions.
In these simulations the positions of the simulated transmitters are varied, but the data are reconstructed
as if the transmitters were in their original correct positions. Figure 7.8 shows these results. The tomograph
on the left is the reference of correctly positioned transmitters. The central tomograph was produced with
one transmitter in the top left corner of the specimen positioned incorrectly by 11 mm. The tomograph
on the right was produced with an intentional error of 1 mm in the transmitter spacing, so that the first
transmitter is 1 mm out of place, the second is 2 mm out of place, and the eleventh transmitter is misplaced
by 11 mm. The actual ray coverage of the data collection is shown in the top row of Figure 7.8.
The reconstruction with one transmitter misplaced is very similar to the reconstruction with correct
positioning. The only noticeable difference is a slightly darker region stretching to the location of the
misplaced transducer in the top left corner of the image. The error in transmitter spacing has a more
significant effect on the tomographic reconstruction, since it misplaces more of the measurement points. The
error increased by about 25% over the case with correct positioning. The void indications are distorted to
meet in the center of the tomograph, and slightly darker regions extend toward the top left and bottom
right corners. However, the tomograph still clearly indicates the locations of the damaged regions. Although
mislocated transmitters have a negative effect on the quality of reconstructions, the redundancy of collecting
many measurements through the cross-section limits the impact of small errors in placement. Maintaining
placement tolerances below 1 mm in experiments of this size should provide good data for UPV tomography.
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Figure 7.8: Ray coverage diagrams (top) and tomographs (bottom) of square concrete section A FEM data
with misplaced transmitting points: correct positioning (left), 11 mm error in one transmitter (center), and
accumulating 1 mm errors (right). The correct positions of misplaced transmitters are indicated by red
circles in the ray coverage diagrams.
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7.3 Experimental Configuration
Figure 7.9 illustrates the measurement configuration for the experimental tests on the square concrete
specimen. Measurement points were set on each face at a spacing of 1 inch (2.5 cm). This spacing was
chosen as a balance of accuracy and data collection time as described in Section 7.2.1. Measurements were
made between each of these points on opposing faces of the specimen. This configuration was used for all of
the subsequent experiments carried out on this sample. Once again it was assumed that the path of the first
arriving wave is direct from the center of the transducer to the nearest point on the specimen surface. For
the air-coupled sensors, the time of flight through the air gap was subtracted from the total time so that the
sources and receivers could be represented to be located on the surface of the specimen in the reconstruction.
As you can see in the ray coverage diagram of Figure 7.9, this measurement configuration provides good
coverage of each of the inclusions from a variety of angles. This configuration has ray density value of 22
and covers the entire cross-section evenly with rays of perpendicular orientations intersecting throughout.
This configuration was used to collect data with non-contact, semi-contact, and full contact measurements.
Figure 7.9: Experimental configuration with one measurement ray path (left) and ray coverage diagram with
one inch transducer spacing (right).
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7.4 Fully Air-Coupled UPV Tomography Results
Data were collected first with a pair of Senscomp 600 transducers in a fully contactless, air-coupled
configuration as described in 5.2.2. The transmitter was manually repositioned between each measurement
using a single fixed receiver location. When each of the transmitter positions had been collected, the receiver
was moved to its next position and the process was repeated. This led to very long data collection times. Each
cross-section required roughly 15 hours of data collection. If an array of transducers and/or an automated
positioning system were available, this time could be reduced by at least an order of magnitude.
Figures 7.10 and 7.11 show the resulting tomographs from the reconstruction of the non-contact UPV
measurement sets for sections A and B, respectively. The errors in these tomographs (15-18%) are much
higher than those predicted by the simulations (2-5%). There are dark patches near the expected location of
the damage inclusions, but they are badly distorted and mislocated in both figures. There are also large false
indications of low velocity inclusions. As expected from the results of the PVC cylinder tests, the steel bars
are shown as low velocity indications. The reinforcement indications are also distorted and out of place. The
errors are almost certainly the result of the very poor signal to noise ratio of fully air-coupled UPV signals.
In order to verify this, semi-contact measurements were employed to image the same two cross-sections.
Those results are presented in the next section.
Figure 7.10: Full spectrum (left) and reduced spectrum (right) tomographs of concrete with cracking sec-
tion A from non-contact UPV measurements.
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Figure 7.11: Full spectrum (left) and reduced spectrum (right) tomographs of concrete with cracking sec-
tion B from non-contact UPV measurements.
7.5 Semi-Contact UPV Tomography Results
For the semi-contact measurements, signals were collected using the same ray coverage configuration,
but transmitted with a Senscomp 600 transducer and received with contact accelerometers as described
in Section 5.3. The transmitter was manually repositioned between each measurement, but we were able
to collect three signals at a time with three accelerometers. This allowed data to be collected much more
rapidly. Each cross-section required approximately 5 hours of data collection.
Figures 7.12 and 7.13 show the resulting tomographs from the reconstruction of the semi-contact UPV
measurement sets. The errors in these tomographs (approximately 12%) are still higher than the simulated
data tomographs, but an improvement over the non-contact measurements. The location of the damage
inclusions is much better matched here and they are somewhat less distorted in both figures. The indications
for the reinforcement are also closer to the actual positions of the bars. This gives more credibility that the
low velocity indications are not simply artifacts in the images that happen to be near the actual inclusion
locations. There are also fewer false low velocity indications. Seeking further improvement we continued
by collecting conventional full contact UPV for a third set of tomographs on the same two sections. Those
results are presented next.
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Figure 7.12: Full spectrum (left) and reduced spectrum (right) tomographs of concrete with cracking sec-
tion A from semi-contact UPV measurements.
Figure 7.13: Full spectrum (left) and reduced spectrum (right) tomographs of concrete with cracking sec-
tion B from semi-contact UPV measurements.
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7.6 Full Contact UPV Tomography Results
For the full contact UPV measurements, James Instruments 2-inch diameter 54 kHz resonant piezoelectric
transducers were used at both the transmitting and the receiving points in the same measurement config-
uration used on the previous two tests. For these conventional UPV measurements the transducers were
manually repositioned between each measurement and held in position manually during the tests. Only 200
time averages were used for each measurement in order to expedite the data collection. The arrival times
were determined by a simple threshold. Each cross-section still required approximately 6 hours of data
collection. Unlike the other two approaches, it would be very difficult to expedite this approach through
arrays or automation due to the labor intensive act of physically coupling of the transducers to the surface.
Figures 7.14 and 7.15 show the resulting tomographs from the reconstruction of the full contact UPV
measurement sets. The error in these tomographs (10-12%) is the lowest of the experimental data sets for
these cross-sections as expected, but only slightly lower than the semi-contact data set. The indications of
the damage areas in both figures are still distorted and slightly out of place. There are also still a few small
false low velocity indications. The steel bar indications are much smaller in the full contact tomographs than
in the images from the other two measurement sets. The reduced indication for the reinforcement might be
due to the greater size of the transducers. Because the contact transducers average displacements from a
larger surface area, they might be less sensitive to smaller inclusions.
Although the full contact signals are much higher in amplitude than the semi-contact signals (as demon-
strated in Section 5.3), the quality of the reconstructions improve only slightly. This might be because the
increase in SNR between these signals is not as great as the increase in amplitude. Another factor contribut-
ing to error in the contact measurements is variability in the pressure manually applied and the quantity
of couplant during coupling of the transducers to the concrete. The semi-contact measurements have more
consistent coupling which may lead to more reliable UPV measurements.
Although the full contact signals are much higher in amplitude than the semi-contact signals (as demon-
strated in Section 5.3), the quality of the reconstructions improve only slightly. This might be because the
increase in SNR between these signals is not as great as the increase in amplitude. Another factor contribut-
ing to error in the contact measurements is variability in the pressure manually applied and the quantity
of couplant during coupling of the transducers to the concrete. The semi-contact measurements have more
consistent coupling which may lead to more reliable UPV measurements.
Table 7.1 summarizes the results of the experimental tomographs. Although all of the experimental
tomographs still have substantially higher error than the simulations, they generally indicate the regions
where the inclusions are actually located within each cross-section. A trend is evident that the higher the SNR
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Figure 7.14: Full spectrum (left) and reduced spectrum (right) tomographs of concrete with cracking sec-
tion A from contact UPV measurements.
Figure 7.15: Full spectrum (left) and reduced spectrum (right) tomographs of concrete with cracking sec-
tion B from contact UPV measurements.
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of the measurement signals, the greater the accuracy of the tomographs produced. Full contact measurements
provide the lowest reconstruction errors. However, the decrease in reconstruction error between the semi-
contact and full contact tests was relatively small. The semi-contact tests were also the least labor intensive
and time consuming to carry out. It would not be feasible to automate the contact data collection and
arrays would be very difficult to implement.
Table 7.1: Summary of results from tomographic reconstructions of concrete block.
Data Collection Method Data Collection Time (hrs) Average Error
Non-contact 15 16.6%
Semi-contact 5 12.2%
Full Contact 6 11.2%
With further development of the semi-contact system, we can automate the positioning of the transmitter
and collect data from many receiver points simultaneously. After these improvements, greater number of
measurements can be made with shorter data collection times. The results in Figure 7.3 suggest that an
increase in the ray coverage density would likely lead to improved accuracy.
The concrete tomographs were less clear, but non-destructive testing of concrete rarely provides infor-
mation about defects that are smaller than a few inches. Also, the concrete used in this set of tests was a
poor mix design, which leads to greater scattering of transmitted ultrasonic signals. Mix designs that are
more typical of concrete construction will be used in future full scale tests.
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Chapter 8
Conclusions and Recommendations
for Implementation
8.1 Conclusions
Air-coupled UPV was applied to improve the collection of data for tomography of concrete. Based on the
results presented in this thesis, the following conclusions are drawn:
• Sensor systems and signal processing methods have been put together to accurately measure non-
contact and semi-contact UPV for PVC and concrete. These systems can be applied to collect many
UPV measurements rapidly.
• An iterative tomographic reconstruction algorithm was implemented in MATLAB to generate to-
mographs from UPV measurements. This implementation gives us control over every aspect of the
reconstruction process. The program can accept any configuration of transmitters and receivers. It
also gives us complete control over the display of output. The calculations of ray density and percent
error are useful in quantitatively comparing tomographs. The performance of this program compares
well with existing, vetted reconstruction algorithms.
• Finite element models were developed to simulate UPV measurements. These models were very use-
ful in evaluating different measurement configurations and in understanding the way that ultrasonic
waves propagate across a specimen. Ray coverage density was found to be directly correlated with
tomographic reconstruction accuracy. The distribution of ray coverage can have an even greater effect
on tomographic error. To minimize errors, rays should be evenly distributed over the inspected area
and should have varied angles of orientation. The simulations showed that the measurements are not
sensitive to small errors in transducer positioning. The use of simulations to test possible measurement
configurations is validated by comparison of tomographs generated from the FEM cylinder model to
reconstructions of the PVC specimens using the same ray coverage distribution. In the future, this
method can be used to select measurement configurations for other cross-sections and expected flaws.
• The trial application of air-coupled UPV to PVC cylinders was very successful with reconstruction
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errors of 1.4-1.7%. These tests showed that non-contact ultrasound provides sufficient amplitude
transmissions to collect accurate time-of-flight measurements through a solid object. The tests also
demonstrated that non-contact measurements allow easy automation of data collection. This is impor-
tant since automated data collection could make dense ray path configurations feasible in application,
thereby increasing the practical accuracy of ultrasonic tomography. These are significant achievements
since to our knowledge no other application of air-coupled tomography of solids have been reported in
the literature.
• The trial applications of air-coupled UPV to concrete specimens produced less accurate tomographs
than those for PVC, most likely because of SNR limitations and scattering of signals within the con-
crete. However, the concrete tomographs still gave reasonable indications of the locations of inclusions.
The semi-contact measurements provided greater accuracy than the non-contact measurements while
maintaining more rapid data collection than full contact UPV. Semi-contact UPV measurements yield
the best balance of accuracy and time efficiency. With continued development, I expect that application
of semi-contact UPV tomography to full scale concrete members will be practical and successful.
8.2 Data Collection System Development for Full Scale
Structures
Full scale testing of air-coupled tomography will begin soon. The Network for Earthquake Engineering
Simulation (NEES) has funded a program of cyclic pushover testing for full scale concrete columns at the
NEES-MAST lab in Minnesota. These columns will be around 30 inches (76 cm) square. Part of the funding
is designated for us to provide for air-coupled ultrasonic tomography on the specimens before and after cyclic
pushover loading is applied. Figure 8.1 shows a photo of the NEES-MAST loading frame and a rendering of
one of the specimens that will be tested. Tomographic UPV data will be collected at the sections indicated
in yellow. Scans will be collected before testing begins and between load cycles at key points during the test.
In order to collect data on these columns efficiently, it is recommended to first model the cross-section
using FEM. This will help to determine the appropriate transducer configuration for the tests. We would like
to provide the best possible ray coverage in the regions of interest with the fewest number of measurements.
Based on the results presented in this thesis, it is recommended that development of the UPV mea-
surement system continue with the semi-contact configuration of air-coupled transducer to accelerometer.
This configuration provides a practical balance of good SNR and rapid data collection. We will continue to
develop the system to improve the SNR. A more sensitive transmitter for narrow-band pulses would increase
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Figure 8.1: NEES-MAST facility (left). Full scale specimen design with yellow lines indicating scan sections
(right).
the energy applied to the specimen and increase the amplitude of transmitted signals.
A very efficient semi-contact data collection set up could consist of an automated positioning system
and a greater number of accelerometers. An air-coupled transmitter can be mounted on a linear positioning
track clamped onto the column. An array of accelerometers could then be placed to cover all of the receiver
positions for a cross-section at one time. Signal conditioning and data acquisition equipment will be needed
that is capable of collecting signals from the full set of accelerometers on one face of the cross-section
simultaneously. This will allow measurement of all ray paths by firing the transmitter at each transmit
location only once. The data acquisition computer can then set the transmitter to the next position and send
a trigger for it to fire again. After all of the signals are collected from the first orientation, the transmitter
positioning track would be moved to the neighboring face to collect measurements from a second set of
accelerometers with a perpendicular orientation. This setup would allow the tomographic data for each
cross-section to be collected in less than an hour, so that the loading of the column could continue in a
timely fashion. The data collected could generate tomographs during the tests to monitor the progression of
internal cracking. These results will help the structural engineers link material damage levels to degradation
of structural performance.
With continued development and a solid full scale trial, air-coupled UPV tomography could find practical
application in the field to assist engineers in evaluating civil infrastructure.
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Appendix A
Tomographic Inversion Code
The following MATLAB code loads a *.mat file containing the time of flight measurement data and processes
it according to the algorithm described in Section 4.1. The main program is listed first followed by all of
its subfunctions. The MATLAB Image Processing Toolbox is required to run the tomographic display
subfunctions.
% Bent Ray Tomographic Inversion Solver
%%% initialize
clc
clear
close all
tic %starts timer
load raysVoStSo %retrieves time of flight data
pLim = [1/300 1/6000];
nRays = size(rays,1);
srcN = 0;
strtIts = 100;
bntIts = 0;
unit = abs(modl(1,1)-modl(2,1));
nPnts = size(modl,1);
nSrcs = size(srcs,1);
nNeigh = 8;
neighbors = zeros(nPnts,nNeigh);
srcNode = ones(nSrcs,2)*unit*2;
rcvNode = ones(nRays,2)*unit*2;
for nodeN = 1:nPnts %index neighboring nodes.
neighN = 0;
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for chkN = 1:nPnts
dx = abs(modl(nodeN,1:2)-modl(chkN,1:2))<unit*1.1;
if dx & chkN ~= nodeN
neighN = neighN +1;
neighbors(nodeN,neighN) = chkN;
end
end
for srcN = 1:nSrcs %identify source locations
d = dist(modl(nodeN,1:2),rays(srcs(srcN,1),1:2));
if d<srcNode(srcN,2)
srcNode(srcN,:) = [nodeN,d];
end
end
for rayN = 1:nRays %group common sources
d = dist(modl(nodeN,1:2),rays(rayN,3:4));
if d<rcvNode(rayN,2)
rcvNode(rayN,:) = [nodeN,d];
end
end
end
srcNode = srcNode(:,1);
rcvNode = rcvNode(:,1);
rcvT = ones(nRays,1)*100;
save rayInput rays srcs srcNode rcvNode neighbors unit
clear srcs srcNode rcvNode neighbors unit
bentRays{1} = zeros(length(rays),2);
if bntIts == 0
return
end
%%% run a network of rays from each source
retrace = 1
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for itN = 1:bntIts
toc %output elapsed time
[bRcvT,D,bentRays] = hybridBending(modl,retrace,bentRays);
dt = rays(:,5)-bRcvT’;
dp = zeros(nPnts,1);
for i = 1:nRays
for j = 1:nPnts
dp(j) = dp(j)+D(i,j)*dt(i)/sum(D(i,:))^2;
end
end
P = 1./modl(:,3)+dp;
P(find(P>pLim(1))) = pLim(1);
P(find(P<pLim(2))) = pLim(2);
if max(abs(dp))<mean(P)/100
eit = itN
break
end
modlP = modl;
modl(:,3) = 1./P;
if mod(itN,5) == 0
imageMapA(modl,’V’);
itN
end
save interrupt
end
toc
rmse = iMapCy(modl,’V’, cBack, group, refType)
save contItsSynthS %save all data to backup
return
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function ans = dist(comp1,comp2)
l1 = size(comp1,1); l2 = size(comp2,1);
if l1==l2
for i = 1:size(comp1,1)
ans(i) = sqrt((comp1(i,1)-comp2(i,1))^2 + (comp1(i,2)-comp2(i,2))^2);
end
else if l1 ==1
for i = 1:size(comp1,1)
ans(i) = sqrt((comp1(1)-comp2(i,1))^2 + (comp1(2)-comp2(i,2))^2);
end
else if l2 == 1
for i = 1:size(comp1,1)
ans(i) = sqrt((comp1(i,1)-comp2(1))^2 + (comp1(i,2)-comp2(2))^2);
end
end
end
end
return
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function [bRcvT,D,bentRays] = hybridBend(modl,retrace,bentRays)
load rayInput
nRays = length(rcvNode);
nPnts = length(modl);
D = zeros(nRays,nPnts);
for srcN = 1:length(srcNode)
rayList = srcs(srcN,find(srcs(srcN,:)));
if retrace
%% run a network of rays from each source
pathN = 0;
pathTs = [0,0];
paths = [0,0];
pathDs = [0,0];
rcvT = ones(nRays,1)*100;
times = ones(nPnts,1)*100;
times(srcNode(srcN)) = 0;
rcvChk = rcvNode(rayList);
for neighNode = neighbors(srcNode(srcN),:) %source to 1st neighbors
if neighNode > 0
d = dist(modl(neighNode,1:2),rays(srcs(srcN,1),1:2));
t = d/(modl(neighNode,3)+modl(srcNode(srcN),3))*2;
%assuming 50/50 split inaccurate
pathN = pathN +1;
times(neighNode) = t;
pathTs(pathN) = t;
paths(pathN,:) = [srcNode(srcN),neighNode];
pathDs(pathN,:) = [d/2,d/2];
end
end
for migrStep = 2:1000 %should be a while loop, checking for receivers reached
noPaths = size(paths,1);
pathDs(:,end+1) = zeros(noPaths,1);
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paths(:,end+1) = zeros(noPaths,1);
obs = [0,0]; oi = 0;
for pathN = 1:noPaths
endNode = paths(pathN,end-1);
obsChk = find(obs(:,1)==pathN);
if endNode~=0 && isempty(obsChk)
for neighNode = neighbors(endNode,:)
if neighNode > 0
rcvA = find(rcvChk==neighNode);
if rcvA>0 %wave has reached receiver; calc exact arrival
for rayN = srcs(srcN,rcvA)
d = dist(modl(endNode,1:2),rays(rayN,3:4));
t = times(endNode) + d/(modl(neighNode,3)...
+ modl(endNode,3))*2;
%not precise
if t<rcvT(rayN)
rcvT(rayN) = t;
rayPath{rayN} = [paths(pathN,1:end-1),neighNode];
rayD{rayN} = [pathDs(pathN,1:end-2)...
,pathDs(pathN,end-1)+d/2,d/2];
end
end
end
d = dist(modl(neighNode,1:2),modl(endNode,1:2));
t = times(endNode) + d/(modl(neighNode,3)+modl(endNode,3))*2;
if t<times(neighNode)
if paths(pathN,end) == 0
pI = pathN;
else
pI = size(paths,1)+1;
end
if times(neighNode) ~= 1
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[jnk(:,1),jnk(:,2)] = find(paths == neighNode);
for ji = 1:size(jnk,1)
oi = oi+1;
paths(jnk(ji,1),jnk(ji,2)) = 0;
obs(oi,:) = jnk(ji,:);
end
clear jnk
end
times(neighNode) = t;
pathTs(pI) = t;
paths(pI,:) = [paths(pathN,1:end-1),neighNode];
pathDs(pI,:) = [pathDs(pathN,1:end-2)...
,pathDs(pathN,end-1)+d/2,d/2];
end
end
end
end
end
i = 0;
pathIs = 1:2;
for pathN = 1:size(paths,1) %eliminating paths that aren’t first arrivals
obsChk = find(obs(:,1)==pathN);
if isempty(obsChk)
i = i+1;
pathIs(i) = pathN;
end
end
pathTs = pathTs(pathIs);
paths = paths(pathIs,:);
pathDs = pathDs(pathIs,:);
if sum(paths(:,end))==0; break;end
end
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if migrStep==1000;error([’Ray problem from source ’ num2str(srcN)]);end
else
rayPath = bentRays;
end
%% Smoothing
for rayN = rayList%(3)
nrPnts = length(rayPath{rayN});
if retrace
rayPnts = ones(nrPnts,2);
rayPnts(1,:) = rays(rayN,1:2);
rayPnts(end,:) = rays(rayN,3:4);
rayPnts(2:end-1,:) = modl(rayPath{rayN}(2:end-1),1:2);
oldPath = rayPnts; %double the number of points on a ray
for i = 1:length(oldPath)-1
rayPnts(i*2-1,:) = oldPath(i,:);
rayPnts(i*2,:) = (oldPath(i,:)+oldPath(i+1,:))/2;
end
rayPnts(end+1,:) = oldPath(end,:);
clear oldPath
else
rayPnts = rayPath{rayN};
end
tRay = 1; tRayPP = 2; itcnt = 0;
while tRay<tRayPP
tRayPP = tRay;
pertSize = 1/size(rayPnts,1);
while pertSize <= 1/3
tRayP = 2;
while tRay<tRayP
tRayP = tRay;
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[rayPnts] = perturb(rayPnts,modl,pertSize,unit);
pxs = pixID(rayPnts,modl(:,1:2),unit/2);
[d1,d2] = pixDist(rayPnts(1:end-1,:)...
,rayPnts(2:end,:),pxs(1:end-1),pxs(2:end),modl(:,1:2));
tRay = sum(d1./modl(pxs(1:end-1),3) + d2./modl(pxs(2:end),3));
end
pertSize = pertSize*(size(rayPnts,1)^(1/7));
end
bRcvT(rayN) = tRay;
D(rayN,pxs(1)) = d1(1); D(rayN,pxs(end)) = d2(end);
D(rayN,pxs(2:end-1)) = d1(2:end)+d2(1:end-1);
clear d1 d2 pxs
bentRays{rayN} = rayPnts; %%%%just for illustration/troubleshooting
rayPnts = rayPnts(end:-1:1,:);
end
end
end
return
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function [rayPnts] = perturb(rayPnts,modl,pertSect,unit)
nrPnts = length(rayPnts);
pPntIs = [1; zeros(round(1/pertSect)-2,1); nrPnts];
npPnts = length(pPntIs);
for pPnt = 2:npPnts-1
pPntIs(pPnt) = round((nrPnts)*pertSect*(pPnt));
end
pPnts = rayPnts(pPntIs,:);
for pPnt = 2:npPnts-1
bestPath = rayPnts(pPntIs(pPnt-1):pPntIs(pPnt+1),:);
mPnt=(pPntIs(pPnt)-pPntIs(pPnt-1))+1;
nPnts=length(bestPath(:,1));
pxs = pixID(bestPath(:,:),modl(:,1:2),unit/2)’;
[d1,d2] = pixDist(bestPath(1:end-1,:)...
,bestPath(2:end,:),pxs(1:end-1),pxs(2:end),modl(:,1:2));
tBest = sum(d1./modl(pxs(1:end-1),3) + d2./modl(pxs(2:end),3));
prtV = pPnts(pPnt-1,:)-pPnts(pPnt+1,:);
prtV = [prtV(2),-prtV(1)]/norm(prtV); %unit vector perpendicular to path
pert = [unit*0.8;unit*.3;-unit*.3;-unit*0.8]*prtV;
for i = 1:size(pert,1)
pertPnt = pPnts(pPnt,:) + pert(i,:);
pertPath(1:mPnt,:) = interp1([1;mPnt],[pPnts(pPnt-1,:);pertPnt],[1:mPnt]);
pertPath(mPnt+1:nPnts,:) = interp1([mPnt;nPnts]...
,[pertPnt;pPnts(pPnt+1,:)],[mPnt+1:nPnts]);
pxs = pixID(pertPath(:,:),modl(:,1:2),unit/2)’;
missing = find(pxs==0);
if isempty(missing)
[d1,d2] = pixDist(pertPath(1:end-1,:),pertPath(2:end,:)...
,pxs(1:end-1),pxs(2:end),modl(:,1:2));
tPert = sum(d1./modl(pxs(1:end-1),3) + d2./modl(pxs(2:end),3));
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if tPert<tBest
tBest=tPert;
bestPath= pertPath;
end
end
clear pertPath
end
rayPnts(pPntIs(pPnt-1):pPntIs(pPnt+1),:) = bestPath;
clear bestPath tBest d1 d2
end
return
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function ans = pixID(rayPnts,gridC,hlfW)
hlfW=hlfW*1.001;
for nodeN = 1:size(rayPnts,1)
logic = gridC(:,1)+hlfW>=rayPnts(nodeN,1);
logic = logic & gridC(:,1)-hlfW<rayPnts(nodeN,1);
logic = logic & gridC(:,2)+hlfW>=rayPnts(nodeN,2);
logic = logic & gridC(:,2)-hlfW<rayPnts(nodeN,2);
found = find(logic,1);
if isempty(found);
ans(nodeN) = 0;
else
ans(nodeN) = found;
end
end
return
function qual = window(lmts,pnt,tol)
qual = (lmts(1)-tol<=pnt && lmts(2)+tol>=pnt) || ...
(lmts(1)+tol>=pnt && lmts(2)-tol<=pnt);
return
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function [d1,d2] = pixDist(aPnts,bPnts,apxs,bpxs,modl)
d1 = zeros(length(aPnts),1); d2 = d1;
for i = 1:length(aPnts)
d = dist(aPnts(i,:),bPnts(i,:));
switch 1
case apxs(i) == bpxs(i)
d1(i) = 0;
d2(i) = d;
case modl(apxs(i),1)==modl(bpxs(i),1)
dy = aPnts(i,2) - (modl(apxs(i),2) + modl(bpxs(i),2))/2;
y = aPnts(i,2)-bPnts(i,2);
d1(i) = abs(dy/y*d);
d2(i) = d - d1(i);
case modl(apxs(i),2)==modl(bpxs(i),2)
dx = aPnts(i,1) - (modl(apxs(i),1) + modl(bpxs(i),1))/2;
x = aPnts(i,1)-bPnts(i,1);
d1(i) = abs(dx/x*d);
d2(i) = d - d1(i);
otherwise
midPnt = (modl(apxs(i),1:2)+modl(bpxs(i),1:2))/2;
u = aPnts(i,:)-bPnts(i,:);
v = midPnt-aPnts(i,:);
d1(i) = abs(u*v’/d); %the component of v in u
d2(i) = d-d1(i);
end
end
return
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function rmse = iMapCy(coord,specimen, cBack, group, refType)
%%%%%%%% Plot image and calculate error using binary scale
if nargin >= 4
figOpen = group;
else
figOpen = 1;
end
if nargin >= 5
refType;
else
refType = ’low’;
end
scale = 1000;
unit = dist(coord(1,:),coord(2,:));
nx = sqrt(length(coord)); ny = nx;
xRng = [min(coord(:,1))-unit/2 max(coord(:,1))+unit/2]*scale;
yRng = [min(coord(:,2))-unit/2 max(coord(:,2))+unit/2]*scale;
vRng = [min(coord(:,3)) max(coord(:,3))];
mRng = [000 2520];
c =0;
I = zeros(nx);
for j = 1:ny
for i = 1:nx
c = c+1;
I(j,i) = coord(c,3);
% I(i,j) = coord(c,3);
end
end
M = 16;
xR = xRng+[unit/2/M -unit/2/M]*scale;
yR = yRng+[unit/2/M -unit/2/M]*scale;
I = imresize(I,M,’bilinear’,0)’;
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n = size(I,1);
X = interp1([1 n], xR/scale,1:n);
Y = interp1([1 n], yR/scale,1:n);
X = ones(length(X),1)*X;
Y = Y’*ones(1,length(Y));
refI = ones(size(I));
Ibin = refI.*0;
iAir=find(sqrt(X.^2+Y.^2)>.0775);
I(iAir) = vRng(2);
refI(iAir) = vRng(2);
%%%% Change values to discrete bin levels
noBins = 4;
limits = diff(vRng)/noBins*[1:noBins]+vRng(1);
vals = ones(size(limits));
switch refType
case ’low’
lowVal = 0; backVal = 1; highVal = 1;
vals = vals*backVal; vals(1) = lowVal;
case ’high’
lowVal = 0; backVal = 0; highVal = 1;
vals = vals*backVal; vals(end) = highVal;
case ’both’
lowVal = 0; backVal = 1; highVal = 2;
vals = vals*backVal; vals(1) = lowVal; vals(end) = highVal;
end
Ibin = I.*0;
for j = 1:size(I,1)
for i = 1:size(I,2)
vi = find(I(j,i)<=limits,1);
if isempty(vi)
[j,i]
I(j,i)
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Ibin(j,i) = vals(end);
else
Ibin(j,i) = vals(vi);
end
end
end
%% evaluate ’quality’ of image
indices1 = find(sqrt((X).^2+(Y+.0254).^2)<.013);
indices2 = find(sqrt((X-.03356).^2+(Y-.01938).^2)<.013);
indices3 = find(sqrt((X).^2+(Y+.0508).^2)<.013);
indicesV = find(sqrt((X).^2+(Y+.0254*1.5).^2)<.013);
indicesC = find(abs(X)<unit & Y<-.03945+unit/2);
indicesCs = find(abs(X)<unit & Y<-.0521+unit/2);
indicesCl = find(abs(X)<unit & Y<-.0267+unit/2);
switch specimen
case ’SoSoSo’
case {’VoSoSo’}
refI = ones(size(I));
refI(indices1) = 00;
case {’S’}
refI = ones(size(I));
refI(indices1) = 0;
case {’StSoSo’}
refI = zeros(size(I));
refI(indices1) = 1;
case {’C’}
refI = ones(size(I));
refI(indicesC) = 00;
case {’Cs’}
refI = ones(size(I));
refI(indicesCs) = 00;
case {’Cl’}
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refI = ones(size(I));
refI(indicesCl) = 00;
case {’V’,’SoVoSo’}
refI = ones(size(I));
refI(indicesV) = 00;
case ’VoStSo’
refI(indices1) = lowVal;
refI(indices2) = highVal;
case ’SoSoVo’
refI(indices3) = lowVal;
otherwise
refI = I;
end
refI(iAir) = highVal;
IbinCut = Ibin;
IbinCut(iAir) = [];
refIcut = refI;
refIcut(iAir) = [];
X(iAir) = [];
Y(iAir) = [];
%(m/s)*m arithmetic average
rmse = (sum(sum(abs(IbinCut-refIcut)))/size(IbinCut,1)/size(IbinCut,2));
%% plot figures
switch figOpen
case 0
title([’% err =’ num2str(rmse*100,3)])
imshow(I,vRng,’InitialMagnification’,’fit’,’XData’,xR,’YData’,yR)
simpLim(80);cyInclusionPlot(specimen,scale)
case 1
figure; hold on
title([’% err =’ num2str(rmse*100,3)])
imshow(I,vRng,’InitialMagnification’,’fit’,’XData’,xR,’YData’,yR)
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simpLim(80);cyInclusionPlot(specimen,scale)
case 2
figure; hold on;set(gcf,’position’,[200 0 310*2 300])
title([’% err =’ num2str(rmse*100,3)])
subplot(1,2,2); hold on
imshow(I,absRng,’InitialMagnification’,’fit’,’XData’,xR,’YData’,yR)
simpLim(80);
subplot(1,2,1); hold on
imshow(I,vRng,’InitialMagnification’,’fit’,’XData’,xR,’YData’,yR)
simpLim(80);cyInclusionPlot(specimen,scale)
case 3
figure; hold on; set(gcf,’position’,[200 0 310*3 300])
subplot(1,3,3); hold on
imshow(refI,[lowVal highVal],’InitialMagnification’,’fit’,’XData’,xR,’YData’,yR)
cyInclusionPlot(specimen,scale); simpLim(80);
subplot(1,3,2); hold on
title([’% err =’ num2str(rmse*100,3)])
imshow(Ibin,[lowVal highVal],’InitialMagnification’,’fit’,’XData’,xR,’YData’,yR)
cyInclusionPlot(specimen,scale); simpLim(80);
subplot(1,3,1); hold on
imshow(I,vRng,’InitialMagnification’,’fit’,’XData’,xR,’YData’,yR)
simpLim(80);cyInclusionPlot(specimen,scale)
case 4
figure; hold on; set(gcf,’position’,[200 0 310*2 310])
subplot(1,2,2); hold on
title([’% err =’ num2str(rmse*100,3)])
imshow(Ibin,[lowVal highVal],’InitialMagnification’,’fit’,’XData’,xR,’YData’,yR)
cyInclusionPlot(specimen,scale); simpLim(80);
subplot(1,2,1); hold on
imshow(I,vRng,’InitialMagnification’,’fit’,’XData’,xR,’YData’,yR)
cyInclusionPlot(specimen,scale); simpLim(80);
case 5
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iptsetpref(’ImshowAxesVisible’,’off’);
imshow(refI,[lowVal highVal],’InitialMagnification’,’fit’,’XData’,xR,’YData’,yR)
iptsetpref(’ImshowAxesVisible’,’on’);
cyInclusionPlot(specimen,scale);
xlim([-80 80]);ylim([-80 80]);
set(gca,’YDir’,’normal’);
colormap(bone);
end
return
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function localPert
pertPnts = ones(length(pert),1)*rayPnts(rPnt,:) + pert;
pxs = pixID(pertPnts,modl(:,1:2),unit/2)’;
pertList = find(pxs);
pxs = pxs(pertList); pertPnts = pertPnts(pertList,:);
d_p = dist(pertPnts,rayPnts(rPnt-1,:))’;
d_n = dist(pertPnts,rayPnts(rPnt+1,:))’;
px_p = pixID(rayPnts(rPnt-1,:),modl(:,1:2),unit/2);
px_n = pixID(rayPnts(rPnt+1,:),modl(:,1:2),unit/2);
t = ones(length(pxs),1); t2 = t;
for pertN = 1:length(pxs)
switch 1
case px_p == pxs(pertN)
d1 = 0;
d2 = d_p(pertN);
case modl(px_p,1)==modl(pxs(pertN),1)
dy = rayPnts(rPnt,2) - (modl(px_p,2) + modl(pxs(pertN),2))/2;
y = pertPnts(pertN,2)-rayPnts(rPnt-1,2);
d1 = dy/y*d_p(pertN);
d2 = d_p(pertN) - d1;
case modl(px_p,2)==modl(pxs(pertN),2)
dx = rayPnts(rPnt,1) - (modl(px_p,1) + modl(pxs(pertN),1))/2;
x = pertPnts(pertN,1)-rayPnts(rPnt-1,1);
d1 = dx/x*d_p(pertN);
d2 = d_p(pertN) - d1;
otherwise
midPnt = (modl(px_p,1:2)+modl(pxs(pertN),1:2))/2;
u = pertPnts(pertN,:)-rayPnts(rPnt-1,:);
v = midPnt-rayPnts(rPnt-1,:);
d1 = u*v’/d_p(pertN); %the component of v in u
d2 = d_p(pertN)-d1;
end
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switch 1
case px_n == pxs(pertN)
d2 = d2+d_n(pertN);
d3 = 0;
case modl(px_n,2) == modl(pxs(pertN),2)
dx = rayPnts(rPnt,1) - (modl(px_n,1) + modl(pxs(pertN),1))/2;
x = pertPnts(pertN,1)-rayPnts(rPnt+1,1);
d3 = dx/x*d_n(pertN);
d2 = d2+ d_n(pertN)-d3;
case modl(px_n,1) == modl(pxs(pertN),1)
dy = rayPnts(rPnt+1,2) - (modl(px_n,2) + modl(pxs(pertN),2))/2;
y = pertPnts(pertN,2)-rayPnts(rPnt+1,2);
d3 = dy/y*d_n(pertN);
d2 = d2+ d_n(pertN)-d3;
otherwise
midPnt = (modl(px_n,1:2)+modl(pxs(pertN),1:2))/2;
u = pertPnts(pertN,:)-rayPnts(rPnt+1,:);
v = midPnt-rayPnts(rPnt+1,:);
d3 = u*v’/d_n(pertN); %the projection of v onto u
d2 = d2+d_n(pertN)-d3;
end
t(pertN) = d1/modl(px_p,3) + d2/modl(pxs(pertN),3) + d3/modl(px_n,3);
t2(pertN) = d2/modl(pxs(pertN),3);
end
[jnk,pos] = min(t); clear jnk
rayPnts(rPnt,:) = pertPnts(pos,:);
tRay = tRay + t2(pos);
return
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function BRLdataProcess
clear all;
clc
specimen = ’V’;
load specimen_Void_1
thresh = .1e-4;
ndev = 10;
dt = (t(end)-t(1))/(length(t)-1);
range = 3051:4400;
arng = 1:length(range);
t = t(range);
figure; plot(t*1000,Bmd(range,72,10)*1000)
xlabel(’Time (ms)’); ylabel(’Amplitude (mV)’)
fitRng = 1:900;
cModl = 1;
for dTrans = 5;
maxTrans = 45;
d = dTrans;
transAngles = -maxTrans:dTrans:0;%90;
endAngle = 360;
rng = 0:d:(endAngle-d);
tomMode = ’v’;
count2 = 1;
col2 = 1;
fCount = 0; c=0;
ascanLabel = [];
UPt = zeros(length(transAngles),length(rng));
lnAmp = UPt; UPA = UPt;
tair = .0453*2/343;
iair = find(t-tair>0,1);
ascan = zeros(length(arng),length(rng)*length(transAngles));
for transPhi = transAngles
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count = 0;
col = 1;
arrival = zeros(1,length(rng));
if transPhi ==0
PVCd = .155;
else
PVCd = .155/2*sin((180-transPhi)*pi/180)/sin(transPhi/2*pi/180);
end
st = PVCd/2500-.1096/2500;
for i = rng
count=count+1; c=c+1;
AmplDC = Bmd(range,col,col2)’;%-mean(Bmd(1:999,col));%fl(101:end,2);
fitLine = polyfit(t(fitRng),AmplDC(fitRng),1);
AmplDC = AmplDC-fitLine(2)-fitLine(1)*t;
AmplDC = w8avg(AmplDC,59);
[amp(count), ia] = max(AmplDC(400:800));
arrival(count) = LeadArriveThresh(t(1150:end),AmplDC(1150:end),thresh,ndev);
ascan(:,c) = AmplDC(arng);
col = col + d/2.5;
end
UPt(count2,:) = arrival-tair;
nomD(count2) = PVCd;
lnAmp(count2,:) = log(amp/max(amp));
UPA(count2,:) = lnAmp(count2,:)*200/(max(lnAmp(count2,:))-min(lnAmp(count2,:)));
%would make noise look like defects in clean case
UPA(count2,:) = UPA(count2,:)-max(UPA(count2,:))+2500;
lnAmp(count2,:) = PVCd./UPA(count2,:);;
count2 = count2+1;%dTrans/5;
col2 = col2+dTrans/5;
ascanLabel = [ascanLabel rng+(count2-2)*360];
end
UPV = nomD’*ones(1,length(rng))./UPt;
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switch tomMode
case ’a’
in = lnAmp;
cBackground = max(median(UPA));
case ’v’
in = UPt;
cBackground = 2520;
end
r = 6.105*25.4/2/1000;
%file format [id xs ys zs xr yr zr v]
c = 0; count2=0;
outp = zeros(size(UPt,1)*size(UPt,2)-length(rng)/2,8);
rng = rng -5;
rng = rng*pi/180;
transAngles = transAngles*pi/180;
noRays = 1;
rngBack = rng;
for alpha = transAngles
count = 0; count2=count2+1;
if alpha == 0
sgn = 1;
else
sgn = sign(alpha);
end
for theta = rng
phi = theta-pi-alpha;
c = c+1; count = count+1;
outp(c,1) = c;
outp(c,2) = r*cos(theta);
outp(c,3) = r*sin(theta)*sgn;
outp(c,5) = r*cos(phi);
outp(c,6) = r*sin(phi)*sgn;
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outp(c,8) = in(count2,count);
end
rng = rngBack;
end
clear in
rays = outp(:,[2 3 5 6 8]);
D = dist(rays(:,1:2),rays(:,3:4));
UPV = D./rays(:,5)’;
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%group common sources
outp(:,2:7) = round(outp(:,2:7)*100000)/100000;
nRays = length(outp);
srcN = 0;
srcs = 0;
for rayN = 1:nRays
rayChk = rayN+1;
while rayChk <= nRays
if outp(rayChk,2:3)==outp(rayN,5:6)
if outp(rayChk,5:6)==outp(rayN,2:3)
outp(rayN,8) = (outp(rayN,8)+outp(rayChk,8))/2;
outp(rayChk,:) = [];
nRays = nRays -1;
rayChk = rayChk-1;
end
end
rayChk = rayChk+1;
end
end
for rayN = 1:nRays
if isempty(find(rayN==srcs,1))
srcN = srcN+1;
chkN = 0;
rayChk = rayN;
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while rayChk <= nRays
if isempty(find(rayChk==srcs,1))
if outp(rayChk,2:3)==outp(rayN,2:3)
chkN = chkN +1;
srcs(srcN,chkN) = rayChk;
else if outp(rayChk,5:6)==outp(rayN,2:3)
outp(rayChk,2:6) = [outp(rayChk,5:6) 0 outp(rayChk,2:3)];
chkN = chkN +1;
srcs(srcN,chkN) = rayChk;
end
end
end
rayChk = rayChk+1;
end
end
end
rays = outp(:,[2 3 5 6 8]);
clear outp
pixels = 28;
modlMax = .08;
modl = zeros(pixels^2,3); unit = modlMax*2/pixels; endCntr = modlMax-unit/2;
for i = 1:pixels
modl((i-1)*pixels+1:i*pixels,:) = [-endCntr:unit:endCntr...
;(-endCntr+(i-1)*unit)*ones(1,pixels); cBackground*ones(1,pixels)]’;
end
modl(:,3) = cBackground*ones(length(modl),1);
save BRLvRays rays modl
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